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Now parents can, too.
With a Level ill Teonatal Intensive Care Unit, The HealthPlace for Women and Children at
Valley Hospital offers the most advanced technologies and services available for infants.
Here, our healthcare team is able to care for newborns who, without Level ill technologies and
expertise, would have trouble fending for themselves. And, you'll also be glad to know that our
Level ill

eonatal Unit has something to offer parents as well - it's called total peace of mind.

The HealthPlace
For Women and Children
also

off e rs

Same-Room Labor, Delivery & Recovery
A Comprehensive Series of Pre &
Post-Birth Education Classes
Specially-Trained Staff
620 Shadow Lane, Las Uigas
For a tour or for more information call 6 7I -852 3
A Member of The \\l!ley ~ • Heallh Systm~·

From the Editor

Quality Care- How Southern
Nevada Hospitals Rate
ncluded in this month ' s Top Rank
Nevada is a statewide listing of hospitals . A few Nevada hospitals did not respond to our survey and are not included in
the ranking. However, the listing provides
information on the majority of hospitals in
Nevada and ranks them according to the
number of beds available at each facility.
The relatively high occupancy levels reported in the ranking indicate that most
Nevada hospitals are successful in keeping their beds filled, but what about the
quality of care provided? Whereas, I'm
not aware of any unbiased research available on hospitals in the state outside of
Southern Nevada, the most recent Las
Vegas Perspective published a community
quality rating for hospitals in the southern
part of the state ..
The survey included responses from
those who had first-hand experience with

I

CONNIE BRENNAN Editor

the area's ten major medical facilities.
Summerlin Hospital and Medical Center
received the best rating with over 83 percent giving the hospital an excellent or
good rating. St. Rose Dominican was a
close second with almost 82 percent giving the facility a favorable rating.
On the other end of the spectrum, the
Veterans hospital faired the worst with almost 19 percent rating the facility as providing poor quality care.
Overall, only 10.9 percent of those responding to the survey gave Southern
Nevada hospitals a poor rating while
about 66 percent rated the quality of
healthcare as excellent or good.
Even with all the changes going on in
the healthcare industry, it seems hospital
administrations remain just as concerned
about maintaining quality care as putting
heads in beds.

COMMENTS? e-mail: editor@nevadabusiness.com
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Dear Editor:
I have just read the May issue and wanted to write and compliment you on the superb job of producing this excellent journal. I have been an avid reader since its
inception, and find it to be an outstanding
finger on the pulse of what is happening
around Nevada.
I was particularly interested in the
content of May's issue and the focus on
health care. My compliments to Jennifer
Robison for the excellent job of covering
a very complex subject. Those of us in
the field of health care delivery always
appreciate opportunities to educate the
consumer about their health, resources
and services.
My recollection is that in the past, there
have been other issues of the Journal with
major articles about health care in the
state. Permit me the chance to express a
concern that Nevada is more than Reno
and Las Vegas . While the population is
minimal, we have a vast region of "Frontier" Nevada that has significant health
4 'evada Business Journal •
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care concerns. Your May article quoted
Mike Rodolico from Health Access
Washoe County (HAWC) Community
Health Center in Reno. There is also Community Health Centers of Southern Nevada in Las Vegas and my organization that
serves the rural state. We are the 'safety
net' providers serving a sizable share of
the health care needs of Medicaid,
Medicare, indigent and unlunderinsured
Nevadans. The Nevada Rural Hospital
Project (of which the William B. Ririe
Hospital is a member) under the leadership of Bill Welch is the other principal
player in rural Nevada health care.
My apologies for soapboxing but when
the media talk about Nevada health care,
we would like to be part of the story.
Thanks for listening. I look forward to fu ture publications.

Dear Mr. McBain:
Since you are in the business of health
care, I'm sure you know better than I just
how extensive and complex the industry
really is. Because of its complexity and
the sheer number of healthcare related
companies in the state, it is impossible to
cover all bases in one issue.
Keeping with our mission of reporting
on the entire state, the May issue included
a number of references to rural healthcare
including several mentions of the William
B. Ririe Hospital.
I do appreciate your concern regarding
lack of press for rural Nevada. However,
since less than ten percent of the state's
population resides in rural Nevada, it's unlikely that rural evada will ever garner
the exposure of the more populous areas
of the state.

Sincerely,
Kenneth A. McBain
Executive Director
Nevada Rural Health Centers, Inc.

Thanks for writing
- Ed.
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Trade in your old copi·er for a new Canon NP 6085 Series
high-volume copier and save thousands:
....... you to a great business deal.
If you're in the market for a new high-volume copier, you 're in
luck. When you trade up to a Canon NP 6085 Series copier not
only do you save money, you also gain productivity. With a wealth
of advanced features like an 83 copies-per-minute speed that
accelerates to 90 cpm , an enormous 6,100 sheet paper capacity,
and a stapler/sorter or 100 sheet-per-set finisher, these top
performers take copying efficiency to a whole new level.
So reliable and easy to use. the NP 6085 Series copiers are the
perfect choice for just about any production environment. And
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OFFICIAL COPtER OF
W'ORI..D CUP FRANCE 9B
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best of all , your cost per copy will be among the most
. .....
competitive in the industry. Or as insiders like the •,·.
editors at Better Buys for Business put it, "The NP 6085
· ·
comes to the market with a first-class set of high-volume
credentials, and offers an aggressive price along with some
of the lowest consumables costs in its class. "
In the high-stakes world of big business, timing is everything .
And there's no better time than right now to save thousands of
dollars when you trade up to a high-volume, NP 6085 Series
copier from Canon.
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- Located at the new Galleria at Sunset mall in Henderson,
WestPark Plaza Galleria, provides tenants with great visibility and
easy access from the freeway, Sunset Road and Stephanie Street.

fSTHHICS

-The project's modern design includes the extensive

A
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use of marble and glass, lush landscaping, dynamic entryway and

Serving the West Valley:
WestPark Plaza Rainbow

f_

unique architecture.

M£NITI£S
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- A generous tenant improvement package, abundant

parking and high-tech security are just a few of the many features

..

WestPark Plaza Galleria
GAllERIA BlVD.
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of WestPark Plaza Galleria.

for Leasing information:
LYLf BRfNNl\N & l\SSOCil\TfS (702) 592-4098 ~ (702) 731-9007
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PEOPLE DoN~T
BANKAT NEVADA
STATE BANK
10)

They think 11 full service" only
applies to gas stations

9)

Who needs a check guarantee
card, anyway

8)

They use their cookie jar as a
safe deposit box

7)

It's nice to call your loan
officer - in San Francisco

6)

They don't appreciate afte~-hours
and weekend banking .

5)

They think stage coaches
are 11COOI"

4)

It's fun to be ignored by
really 11 big" banks

3)

Who needs the convenience
of banking where they shop

2)

Our tellers are just too
darn helpful

1)

Two words: Piggy Banks

For additional information on any of our financial services
call 383-0009, (outside Las Vegas calling area 1-800-727-4743).

~

NEVADA STATE BANK
we Take Your Business PersonallySM
MEMBER FDIC
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fans get caught up in the hype
and lose sight of the fact it's all
for show. I have nothing against
wrestlers and their fans, but not
everyone likes wrestling.
Remember, three years ago Reid
~~\\,':~

LYLE E. BRENNAN Publisber

Not everyone is
a wrestling tan
A businessman I know was on the verge
.1'"\. of filing bankruptcy because his
company had more debt than money. Yet,
to my surprise, his firm fell into a small
fortune. Sounds great, I thought. Now, his
windfall can help reduce some of that old
debt . .. there's not enough to pay all of it,

when he or she was elected
represent us in Washington, D.C.
Senator Harry Reid, my message
to you is simple: pay down some of
our staggering national debt with that
so-called budget surplus, and get

was the one deciding vote against
giving us a no-strings Balanced
;::::..~...-~~~: Budget Amendment. His statement

elicited double takes from constituents across the state: "It would
be the easiest thing in the world for
me to vote for the amendment. Everyone in Nevada is in favor of it."
yourself enrolled in Business .-.L-~~.....,-'!.o-...!S---~- And yet, he still cast his
101 if you are going to handle our money.
deciding vote AGAINST the budget.
Harry, who do you represent?
Reid has been heard up and down the state
preaching his "Surplus" sermon.
I know somebody needs to entertain
And, while some "wrestling fans" may buy
those Wrestlemania enthusiasts . . . but
off on the Surplus plan, many seek a more
Harry, you need to know: Not all of us are
fiscally responsible approach. Wrestling
wrestling fans .
•
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oday's banking and finance industry is
in a constant state of flux. However,
the headline-grabbing mega-mergers
and customer-service horror stories reveal
a small part of the money management
revolution. Perhaps the most substantial
financial industry changes revolve around
the increasing implementation of technology. Banks, credit unions and asset J!lanagement firms are making significant
strides in utilizing technological advances
to benefit customers. From faster loan
approval to 24-hour computer banking,
consumers are deriving new levels of convenience from enhanced technology.

T

TECHHOLOGY SHRPES BRHKIHG SEHUICES
ontrary to prevailing beliefs about
[ consumers' banking preferences, it
is customers driving the trend toward a
1ess hands-on, more electronically-oriented approach to financial management.
"Our clients are demanding that we stay
ahead of technology," asserted George
Hofmann, president and CEO of Nevada
State Bank. "Although it's not singularly
driving what banks are doing, technology
is very definitely impacting the industry.
Customers want access to their accounts

just during traditional banking hours."
For many Nevadans, that's a critical
distinction. Some areas in the state have a
round-the-clock nature, and residents
have grown accustomed to accessing services 24 hours a day. "It's a big advantage
in Nevada for consumers to be able to
bank at their convenience," explained Jay
Kornmayer, a Wells Fargo Bank senior
vice-president. "It's so much more efficient for them to bank electronically.
We're receiving highly positive feedback
from our customers regarding our offering
of computer-based financial services."
According to Rod Dunnett, a senior
vice-president with Bank of America,
technology-based services are proving especially popular with business owners.
"When someone's running a business, the
last thing he or she needs to worry about
is visiting the bank," he stated. "Small
business owners are finding that technology saves them substantial time, and that's
critical to their ongoing success. They do
well a bu iness owners because they're
successful in marketing their product, not
because they spend their time negotiating
with banks. We're able to offer a number

"Our clients are
demandinq that
we stay ahead
of technoloqy .
Customers want
to access their
accounts wheneuer they haue
the urqe to bank ...
GfORGf HOFHAHH
President/CfO. Heuada State Bank
of new products we couldn ' t develop
without technology."
Technology is affecting financial management in more subtle ways as well, according to Margaret E. Maul, CFP, CIMA,
managing director and CEO of Maul Capital Management, Inc., a firm providing
asset portfolio management and investment consultation. "The Internet's emergence has brought about an information
revolution. Investors can obtain data regarding the stock market's performance
almost immediately," Maul stated . "In addition, I have more information at my disposal as a financial professional. As with
anything, there are advantages and disadvantages: added information benefits our
clients, but as asset managers, we have
more data to assimilate and oversee."

HEIU SEHUI[ES EHEHGIHG
onsumers must also absorb growi ng
[ amounts of information in an effort to
learn about electronically-centered banking options. From checking daily transactions to electronic fund transfers, this is a
golden era for "PC banking." As the number of personal computers, both at office
and home, explodes, consumers are saving themselves a trip to the bank and taking care of financial needs from the comforts of familiar surroundings. Bank of
America is just one institution accommodating a convenience-hungry banking
public. "We introduced our ' PC Connect'
product a few months ago, allowing small
business customers access to their accounts via computer and modem," explained Dunnett. "Customers can find information regarding status of deposits and

loans, and they can transfer money. They
can do things that used to require a phone
call or a trip to a branch. We' ve designed
products that really enable the customer
to be self-served. They can apply for
loans through the Internet, and we've established a sophisticated website clients
can visit for details about other Bank
of America offerings."
Nevada State Bank is also utilizing the
World Wide Web more heavily since it entered Internet banking last December.
"We continue to expand the products and
services we offer through that delivery
channel," noted Hofmann . "Customers
with Quicken can link to us and pay bills,
track their finances and compare them to
actual budgets. They can also download
the day's activities against their accounts.
They can examine all transactions as of
the previous day, view individual transactions and transfer funds. We' re moving
ahead with developing products geared
specifically toward the Internet, such as
Internet checking, savings and CD accounts. Our customers will also be able to
apply for loans at our website."
Wells Fargo "has established numerous
electronically-based services designed to
ease banking for small businesses. "For
businesses operating in more than one
western state in our territory, we offer
Wells One, which consists of one bank account available in multiple states ,"
Kornmayer described. ''Wells One lets
them keep track of where deposits are
made. Retailers may have stores in Las
Vegas, Phoenix, Portland and Los
Angeles, yet they can have just one account to cover those stores, and they can
determine which location deposited what
on a daily, instantaneous basis. Companies
benefit fro m immediate availability of
funds deposited on any Wells Fargo item.
We also provide Positive Pay, a 100 percent guarantee that businesses will not
take any losses against counterfeit or
fraudulent items. They just give us a daily
listing online as they issue checks, with the
serial number and amount, and we guarantee that no checks other than those listed
are ever paid . Also unique is our Four-Way
Sweep, which electronically transfers any
excess fund s in customers' accounts after

"If s a biq

aduant aqe for
Heuadans to be
able to bank at
their conuenience. If s much
more efficient
for them to bank
electronically ...
JAY KORHHAYfR
Senior Uice-President. Wells Farqo Bank
withdrawals are made. The program
sweeps excess funds against outstanding
balances in lines of credit. If those are paid
off, then funds are swept into investment
accounts. Every day, every penny of excess money is put to best use as either investment or reduction in debt. It's all done
electronically: there's no guess work, no
looking to see what's cleared."
Conversations with business banking
clients represented the impetus behind
SierraWest's BankLink program, according to Dave Funk, president of SierraWest's Northern Nevada Region. "BankLink is a computer program set up in the
office, where clients can stop payments,
reconcile accounts on a monthly and daily
basis, wire money and transfer funds ,"
Funk described . "We recently enhanced
the system so customers can make draws
or payments on lines of credit, and we've
added cash management services, sweep
accounts and zero balance accounting."
According to Dean Rennell, division
manager for business banking and senior
vice-president of Wells Fargo, PC banking
entails "providing our customers with as
many capabilities as possible through the
computer. A lot of banks provide PC banking, but it's not that special if all consumers
can do with it is call up account balances.
Our Business Gateway lets companies do
everything from pay federal taxes and
transfer money between loans and accounts
to stop payments and obtain copies of
checks - all online. We want to make it as
convenient as possible for small firms to
conduct business with Wells Fargo."
Rennell added that improved technology isn' t just evident to those banking via
june 1998 •
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"Small business
owners find
that [banking]
technology
saues substantial time."

ROO OUHHETT

Senior Uice-President. Bank of Rmerica
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get the expertise and experience to
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products and services when you
need them. Plus, you'll find that decisions are made locally by local people.
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computer. "Internally, Wells Fargo is harnessing technology to provide service
more quickly," he stated. "For example,
we now use loan processing systems that
allow us to respond rapidly to loan
requests and applications. Small business
owners can have loan decisions within
48 to 72 hours."
Pioneer Citizens Bank of Nevada is also
preparing to implement internal technologies to make banking easier for customers, according to president and CEO
Bill Martin. "We' re storing checks on optical disks at 5 percent the cost of film and
copying," he explained. "In the next year,
we're looking to image checks, so our
customers will receive pictures of their
checks. There may be anywhere from four
to 16 checks per imaged page, so we reduce storage space for customers. If they
ever need a copy of a check, we can call it
up on computer, pull up the picture and
fax it to the client within five minutes."
Although adopting technology-intensive products and services can be ch lenging for smaller community b
with more limited resources, many ufinancial institutions are finding way ·
furnish the same cutting-edge pro~
their larger counterparts are offering. ·-o:
clients enjoy full-service PC ba
with BankLink," explained AI Al var
president and CEO of Las Vegas Bu ·
Bank. "Business people can get balan
transfer funds and originate auto
clearinghouse transfers for payroll. It'_
truer cash management program, an.:.
suspect it's going to give our bank an
vantage in working with business eli
We try to stay with leading-edge tee
ogy so we can work with them at both-

"The Internet has
brought about an
information reuolution. lnuestors
can obtain
stock market
data almost
immediately ...
HRRGRRET L HAUL CfP, CIHR
Hanaqinq Director /CfO. Haul Capital Hanaqement
bank and their place of business . We' ve
introduced TeleBank, a 24-hour system
that enables clients to do everything on a
PC except wire transfers."
"Technology is so important to both
banks and small businesses, and we saw
we could lead with technology and use it
as a product to bring people to our bank,"
noted Edward M. Jamison, president/CEO
of Community Bank. "We're bringing on
computer banking to help customers more
effectively manage their cash positions.
With computers, clients can access balances, transfer funds, initiate wires and
stop payments ."
The goal to offer quality customer service and the latest in technological innovation is a major factor leading many financial institutions - large and small - to
seek out merger opportunities.
While major mergers between such
giants as Travelers and CitiBank dominate
national headlines, Nevada is witnessing
heightened merger activity as well.
Norwest Savings Bank and Wells Fargo
recently announced their upcoming merger, which should be complete sometime
during the fourth quarter of 1998. The
joining of the two establishes the largest
bank in Nevada; combined, they account
for 32 percent of the state's market share
in terms of deposits.
According to Laura Schulte, executive vice-president of Northern Nevada
Community Banking for Norwest Bank
Nevada, the merger will combine the
.ht-sJ

.q.J.U~.l.i.t.ies

of rot.!;> .h2.1.1.b.

such areas as Internet and grocery store
banking, and they have a strongly-branded
national name and a substantial history as
a quality bank. It 's a huge win for
Nevadans, who will benefit from greater
convenience and a continued focu s on the
customer and the community."
According to John Gaynor, president
and CEO of Commercial Bank, its recent
merger with Colonial Bank will enhance
the technologically-advanced nature of the
services it provides to customers. "The
costs of entering into high-tech banking
can be prohibitive if limited numbers of
customers are going to take advantage of
such products," Gaynor noted . "With
Colonial, an $8 billion bank, as part of the
picture, we' ll be able to feature more programs - brokerage, trust services, cash
management, sweep accounts, PC banking.
These are things we've looked into providing, but felt were too costly to implement."
Even credit unions are finding electronic banking popular with their customers.
"We surveyed our members to determine
how many are computer-literate and use
the Internet," noted Steve Rezac, vicepresident of mru-keting for Nevada Federal Credit Union. "Three surveys including
about 20,000 members showed that 71
percent use computers at home or in the
office. About half of those are accessing
the Internet. As people learn more about
the Internet and find out what it can do, as
well as become more comfortable as secure environments are established, they'll
increasingly turn to technology for their
financial needs."
"Right now, we do about 80 percent
of our transactions through automated
means, such as ATM, phone systems, PC,"
Rezac continued. "Our members can now
complete loan applications over the Internet, and we expect to expand our Internet
presence. We will continue to monitor
the situation closely, however - we're not
going to force consumers to go where
they're not comfortable. We're going to
follow their demands."

' ~J\bry,~.fi '.f

strengths revolve around community
banking, local decision-making and a
commitment to customer service," she explained. "Wells Fargo is number one in

manding electronic financial services.
While refining the security of PC banking,
financial institutions continue to develop
non-technologically-related products.

"Banklink is a
computer program where
clients can stop
payments. reconcile accounts.
wire money and
transfer funds ...
ORUf fUHK
Horthem Heuada Reqion President SierraWest Bank
U.S. Bank, for example, recently established a private financial services group
designed to provide programs to the professional ranks - doctors, attorneys and
small business owners, among others.
"Our objective is to provide for all the
needs of that market segment," explained
Peter Landis, president of U .S. Bank.
"People in that submarket tend to have
more complicated needs regarding managing deposit, rather than credit, aspects
of banking. Managing money is a big
issue for them."
To that end, U.S. Bank offers its line of
Simply Business products. "Simply Business started out as a small credit line program with a very uncomplicated application process and short approval time,"
Landis noted. "However, we can now accommodate up to $250,000 loan requests
utilizing the same simple process, and
loan approval times of less than four hours
are corrunon." U .S. Bank has plans to take
the Simply Business line into the deposit
realm as well, providing "business deposit
products tailored to each client's needs,"
Landis added.
U.S. Bank is also taking the rather controversial step of setting up a call center controversial because conventional wisdom asserts many consumers prefer a
hands-on, face-to-face banking. "Increasingly, consumers wake up in the morning,
and they immediately want to know what
checks cleared the day before," Landis explained. "This is a rapidly growing part of
&'re l+u.~ru.~;ci;A} ~_w&. .ket~ &I'd a 1"\sf u{ a»Isumers don' t want to waste a trip to the
bank just to determine cleared checks. For
those seeking that convenience, we're providing the call center."
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If fAKES A GREAf fEAM
fO BUILD DREAM.

Announcing•••
"Summerlin Branch
opening soon to serve
our community."
Remember your first building project?
Dad's tools promised a fmmdation and your weekly allowance provided the
financing. Dreams were easy to achieve back then. We 'know a little help
can go a long way when people stand by you.

..

Today's projects might be bigger, but a little help can still go a long way.
At Community Bank, we're willing to give hard-working people financial assistance by offering simple real estate loan programs backed
with honest business banking services.
Call Today! 702-878-0700

COMMUNITI BANK

1400 SOUTH RAll\'BOW BLVD. • 2887 SOUTH MARYLAND PKWY.
7676 W. LAKE MEAD BLVD. (OPENING SooN)

MEMBER

FD I C

Buying or Selling a Business?
Need a Business Valuation?
Call Financial Marketing Inc.

MARKETING VENUES

702-731-0030

Links with Brokers

•
•
•
•
•
•

acquisitions & mergers
management consulting
commercial real estate
business valuation
financial services
over 70 years of experience

2770 Maryland Pkwy. , Suite 402 • Las Vegas , NV 89109
Fax: 702-731-0094 • http://wwwfminevada .com
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International Business Brokers
ofAmerica
· · · · ···· · ·· · •·• .............. .

Nation-List
Commercial Line
Commercial Mar-

···~-~~~'!.~.~~~f........... .

Nevada State Bank also has "more traditional products that distinguish us," according to Hofmann. "For those with prior
checking account problems, for example,
we created our Fresh Start program, undertaken in conjunction with consumer
counseling. Fresh Start educates consumers on properly maintaining a checking account. Once the account has been
open and problem-free for a year, we
remove negative remarks against the customer in public repositories. More than 90
percent of the accounts we've opened
under Fresh Start have been managed
properly. Also, this month we're introd~JE.:.\ng tJ;'l~. &>..ady R.e£.e!'le Li,t;l.e, <Jf
for businesses, an unsecured line of c
totaling up to $ 100,000, and includin=
check guarantee overdraft facility. If
account doesn't have enough mone~
cover checks, the money transfers
the loan to the account."
"Our bank has the traditional sa\ ·

accounts, market rate interest
and certificates of deposit other banks
offer," noted John Donovan, president of
lnterWest Bank. "However, one thing we
do differently from other banks entails
pricing our money market accounts to be
competitive with interest rates paid by
brokerage houses, a strong source of competition for community banks. We' ve also
been paying fairly high interest rates on
certificates of deposit."
Asset management firms , like Maul
Capital Management and Paragon Asset
Management, continue to provide conventional services for those with expansive
investment portfolios. "We manage individual portfolios - we sit down and determine needs and financial objectives, and
based on those objectives, we customize
the portfolio to accomplish them," explained Theodore Schlazer, president of
Paragon Asset Management, whose
clients include the cities of Henderson and
Mesquite , as well as the Clark
Library District. "We buy stocks.
depending on the client's goals.
the key appeals with a company like
is that our clients can rely on us, as
perts, to make effective decision
ing their portfolio. Stock brokers
call clients and ask them what they

What the local phone company does not
want local business owners to know.
NEXTLINK Our entry into the Southern Nevada marketplace gives
your business a choice in who its local telephone service provider
will be. Finally, the days of the monopoly are over.

NEXTLINK can offer your business a full range of telephone services.
Everything from basic dial tone and long distance, to enhanced services
such as interactive voice response, smooth full-motion video, high-speed
data transmission and highly mobile, personal 800 communications products.

NEXTLINK is locally based right here in Las Vegas. That means we offer
dedicated, 24-hour live customer service.This allows for instant responses to
all of your business' needs.

When you're serious about cost savings and quality service, call NEXTLINK
We're ready, right now.

NEXTLINK has over 500 miles of digital fiber optic network already in place.
The backbone of this network is its multiple SO NET rings, which prevent your
phone service from being cut by detecting transmission problems and then
rerouting traffic before it is interrupted.

NEXTLINK is the clear choice in this new, competitive telecommunications
environment And, through our digital fiber optic network, we can get your
business moving at the speed of light Call us. We'll show you just how easy.
convenient and cost effective it can be to switch your business' phone service
overto NEXTLINK

SWITCH.
Switch to NEXTLINK and rece1ve up
to 5,000 minutes of free long distance
for the first month of service.*
*Offer applies to new contracts signed before July 31 , 1998. Some
restrictions may apply. See sales representative for details.

!.J -

.

YOUR PHONE SERVICE. RED EFINED

990-1000
www.nexdink.net

"PC banking
entails prouiding
customers
with as many
capabilities as
possible through
the computer ...
DEAH HEHHELL Senior Uice-President.
Division Hanaqer for Business Bankinq. Wells Farqo
do. Brokers rely on their clients to be the
experts. Our clients have one less thing to
worry about, because we make decisions
for them based on the goals they outline."
"We specialize in the bond market, and
perform corporate cash management," continued Robert Kasner, Paragon senior vicepresident. "We buy short-term securities to
meet cash flow needs for businesses."

ADDHESSIHG ISSUES RHO PHDBLEHS
evada's vibrant economy is translating

Hinto capital to manage, while yielding
innovative answers for addressing consumers' financial needs. However, sustaining such opportunities will require addressing some key issues and concerns,
ranging from the Year 2000 Bug to industry regulation.
"We spend a lot of time talking to
· clients about the Year 2000 [Y2K] issue,
and we're surprised that many of them
still aren ' t taking it to heart," noted Bank
of America's Dunnett. "People think it's a
'Chicken Little' syndrome, but there are
some very real issues out there. Most businesses are c<;>mputer-dependent, and they
lack the capital to bring in a consultant
and make sure they're okay. We're emphasizing talki ng to them and giving them informatio n about the subject."
Wells Fargo's Kornmayer acknowl-

edged Y2K is a "looming issue, and we're
diligently working to have systems running, as well as making sure our vendors
and customers are up to speed on those issues," he stated. "However, Y2K isn ' t the
only potential trouble spot emerging.
From a credit perspective, the Asian crisis
could bring problems. We're already seeing impact from that on the Asian highroller market in casinos. Whether it trickles into other parts of our economy
remains to be seen."

ALEUH PLAYIHG fiELD
or community banks, some of the most
substantial concerns involve fair and
competitive industry regulations. "My industry is very concerned about the fact
that we don ' t share the same competitive
advantages others possess," noted InterWest's Donovan. "Credit unions operate
under common bond restrictions [which
required them to specify and stick to

F

s the nation's oldest privately
held construction firm,
McCarthy recognizes the
importance of history. We have held
onto our ancestors' 134-year-old values
of hard work, quality, craftsmanship,
risk-taking and the will to succeed.
Those values, along with diversification,
have positioned McCarthy as the
nation's ninth largest domestic builder.

A

Calf us today to make history tomorrow.

McCarthy:
Building America
Since the Civil War
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Las Vegas Office
2450 Chandler Avenue
Suite 6
Las Vegas, Nevada 89120

Phone: (702) 736-4231
Fax: (702) 736-4266
http: II www.mccarthybldrs.com

"We try to stay
with leadingedge technology
so we can work
with clients at
both the bank
and their place
of business ...

"Technology is so
important to both
banks and small
businesses. and
we saw we could
use it as a product to bring people to our bank ...

membership boundaries]. Now, Congress
is about to throw out those rules, allowing
credit unions to solicit from a broad customer range. Also, credit unions have the
competitive advantage of not being taxed.
We pay taxes as a bank. If we didn ' t, we
could drop costs of loans to our customers
too. The banking industry is regulated,
and we're required through the Community Reinvestment Act to provide funding
for low-income applicants to buy houses.
We have to prove we're meeting criteria
and adapting to other regulations. We're
happy to do that, but it's a tremendous ad-

community if it passes. We don ' t wan t
credit unions to go away. We support credit unions being here- but for their original
purpose, not as an out-of-control subsidy."
According to Rezac, of Nevada Federal
Credit Union, many bankers aren ' t acknowledging the true nature of credit
union organization. "Our tax status is
based on our structuring as not-for-profit
entities, not who we serve," Rezac explained. "We take our profits and allocate
our income toward reserves or keeping
fees low. We pump our income back into
our services, rather than making a profit
for shareholders, as banks do. Banks are
going after the wrong issue. They'd like to
get away from the organizational structure
that allows us to be tax-exempt. We can ' t
structure the tax environment based on
who we serve, or the services we offer.
Credit unions are the last great alternative
to a banking monopoly, especially as we
see more acquisitions, fewer alternatives
and less favorab le banking rates. We
don ' t want to serve the entire world. It's
not the intention of any credit union to

mini s trative burden to keep track of thos e

c o mpete head-to- head with banks . We

bank focuses , combining the pers onal a nd

concerns. Credit unions and brokerage
houses aren ' t subject to any of those
things. Yet, they 're offering products and
services comparable to ours. It ki lls us
when competitors can offer the same
types of loans without having to contend
with the same administrative issues."
"Obviously, banks want a level playing
field with other financial institutions,"
added Commercial Bank's Gaynor. "The
credit union issue is alive and well. Banks
don 't mind competition, but if the intent
of an institution 's original charter was to
provide services to trades or other particular groups of people, we want them to
remain consistent. If they want to be an
actual bank, they need to pay taxes."
"We're subsidizing credit unions who
go beyond their bonds and don ' t have to
pay taxes," noted Las Vegas Business
Bank's Alvarez. "We don ' t play on an
even playing field , and that presents disadvantages to the banking industry. The
credit union bill Congress is considering
will be a travesty and a disservice to the

don' t want to make commercial loans, for
example. Our purpose revolves around
providing financial services for those in
our field of membership."
As this array of issues and concerns
continues to beset all financial institutions, one thing remains virtuall y certain:
"The future of banking will change dramatically in the next 18 months to two
years," predicted Gaynor, of Commercial
Bank. "Mergers and acquisitions will continue, and issues will be fed by technology and the Y2K question. The trend for
larger banks to acquire their competition
will continue. If a bank is not able to consistently return 20 percent to its shareholders on equity, they should think about
looking for a merger candidate."

technological will be key, according to
soJTie. "That combination will have to
exi st: the technology to satisfy customers'
needs, as well as a personalized touch,"
asserted Bank of America's Dunnett. "A
bank can have the greatest technological
system out there, but there still are times
- whenslients need that attentive relationship. Small btrsifleSS-.?wners can jump online and do business with 100 banks, but
they still need to deal with people."
Maul Capital Management Inc. CEO
Margaret E. Maul echoed Dunnett's assertion . "With mergers and expanded investment opportunities, it will be critical for
firms like ours to establish relationships
and communicate with clients on an ongoing basis," she said . "Investors need to
know their money isn ' t being managed in
a black box . Developing relationships
means sitting down with clients individually and talking about their expectations.
The equity market is very strong right
now, so it can be difficult to keep customers reasonable in their expectations.

AL ALUARfl
President/no. Las Uegas Business Bank

HEHHIHIHG SU[CESSfUL
espite such a minefield of potential
dilemmas, Nevada's bankers are positive in their overall assessment of the
financial industry's future in the state.
Their prescriptions for ongoing success

D

fOWARO H. JAHISOH
President/no. Community Bank
encompass a wide range of suggestions.
"As we go forward , banks will be more
and more decisive regarding the demographic and economic segments they
serve," stated U.S. Bank's Landis. "Some
institutions will offer great access through
computers or phones, others will specialize
in personal contact. Banks that don ' t try to
cater to a particular submarket will be making a mistake. In the coming years, the
more successful banks will develop reputations for serving one-market segment."
In addition to establishing a better idea
of a particular market sector on which a
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We have to remind them of what they can
truly expect."
Accommodating customers in today's
financial world can be challenging because consumers today "have so many
different faces," stated Wells Fargo's Renne!!. "We have to be flexible. The customer who has one hour to get cash and
milk from the store on Sunday may be the
same one who needs a line of credit on
Tuesday. Consumers are warp-speed individuals - they confront many different
needs in a matter of hours. Our ability to
distinguish each customer, and tailor our
offerings to him or her, is essential."
Alvarez, of Las Vegas Business Bank,
offered this advice to community banks:
"Look at fee income generation rather
than interest income generation," he
urged. "Find ways to bring products and
services geared to serve clients and create
fee income. The other very critical factor

"Professionals
haue more
complicated
needs managing
deposit rather
than credit
aspects of
banking."
PEHH LAHDIS
President. U.S. Bank
in success will be keeping abreast of providing leading-edge technology and automated products. We must be able to adapt
to consumers ' needs."
Robert Kasner, senior vice-president of
Paragon Asset Management, expressed
concern regarding the growing popularity
of asset management and the potential for

poorly-qualified professionals entering
the field to take advantage of that. "A lot
of people are branching off into our industry ; we' re seeing a tendency for people
to leave brokerages to become financial
advisers," Kasner explained. "Anytime
there's an influx of people into an industry, you have to be aware of their credentials. Like anything else, everyone
says they're certified, but few really are.
Consumers need to carry out due diligence in this area."
As financial institutions across the nation continue to evolve, uncertainty over
the industry ' s future expands . While
Nevadans share such concerns, they can be
comfortable with the understanding that
Nevada's banks, asset management flrms
and credit unions are carefully and continually assessing their needs, developing the
services to accommodate those needs and
keeping their eyes toward the future. •

The One Stop Shop for all of
your mail processing needs.

• Computer Services
Data Entry & Conversions

•
•
•
•
•
•

Local, Regional & National lists
Business, Residentiar& '"olitical
Postal Preparation &:"Presort Discounting
Personalized Latta~ Caljs & Statements
Intelligent Inserting & Diract Addressing

4395 S. Polaris Avenue
Las Vegas, Nevada 89103
(702) 798-7999
FCJ.X (702) 798-5502
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a Thousand Words
The LAS VEGAS PERSPECTIVE
is a colorful and comprehensive
demographic profile of Southern
Nevada. This 80-page volume
can provide your organization
with up-to-date facts and figures
covering Demographics, Lifestyle,
Business & Industry, Real
Estate, Retail, and Tourism
in the Las Vegas Valley.

Supplies are limited ... Order your copy today!
SINGLE ISSUE PRICE $25
Quantity discounts available

Nevada Development Authority • 702-791-0000
3773 Howard Hughes Pkwy., Suite 140 South • Las Vegas, NV 89109

N

evada, a state historically recognized for low airfares both into

and out of its cities, is reporting travel
costs on the rise. Travel agents assert business travelers, the mainstay of the airline
industry, are hardest hit. But those responsible
for managing their firms' travel budget can take
heart: according to industry experts, there are steps
you can take to make the most of your travel dollars.
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The World Awaits

A

ccording to Jane Wohletz, owner of
Reno's Welcome Aboard Travel,
travel costs are rising across the board,
and corporate travelers are paying top dollar, especially for airline tickets. "Airlines
offer discounted fares to vacation traveler , and business travelers subsidize those
discounts. That's because the corporate
traveler can't always be flexible when
making travel plans, while the vacationer
will shop rates and select schedules base
on economy," she said.
Wohletz' advice: schedule trips as far in
advance as possible. "There are reduced
rates for scheduling seven, 14 or 21 days
in advance. The farther out you go, the
less expensive it is," she said. Wohletz
also encourages large firms to work with
the airlines directly. "If your company
spends $1 million a year in travel costs,
you can negotiate with them."
Joan Thomson , owner of Pahrump
World Travel, agreed with Wohletz. "The
cost of jet fuel is going down and commissions to travel agents have been cut,
yet prices are going up and the airlines are
reporting greater profits than they have in
years. My clients say, ' You have to be kidding,' when I tell them how much their
airline tickets cost. They think it's my
fault," she said. To reduce costs, Thomson
also encourages business travelers to be
more flexible with their travel plans. "If
you're flexible with the time and date even by a day - it can make a difference."
Robin Klaholz, president of Uniglobe
Commercial and Leisure Travel in Las
Vegas, echoed Thomson's suggestion. "If
you're going to leave at 10 a.m., but there
is a flight at 9 a.m. or 11 a.m. that can save
you money, it's important to be flexible."

the least expensive fare and research the
car and hotel category using the parameters the client assigns. United Airlines
isn ' t going to shop the 250,000 hotels in
the computer system, but we will." And
they do it fast, Klahol z added. " If a person
knows where they are going and when, a
travel agent can complete an entire trip
itinerary in three to seven minutes."
Klaholz said there are other benefits to
working with a travel agency. "Uniglobe
has corporate rates we can apply- even if
your company doesn 't have one - that can
save money. With your larger, name brand
agencies the airlines and car rental places
will offer incentives. We have some clout,
so we can [pass along] things like upgrades for rental cars, where you pay for
an economy car but drive an intermediate
car," she noted.
Matt Mair, an assistant manager for
Prestige American Express Travel in Las
Vegas, said staying over a Saturday night
to take advantage of vacation fares can
greatly reduce the cost of an airline ticket.
"It can be less costly to pay an additional
hotel night than a more expensive air fare,"
he explained. '"Although you're always
going to find hotel rates in cities like New
York or Los Angeles will be outrageous,
there are things you can do. Large hotel
chains like Marriott and others have negotiated rates for corporate travelers that are
considerably less than what they call a
rack rate," Mair said, adding that travel
agents can arrange the special prices.
Mair said the biggest expense to corporate travelers is the airline ticket. "The airlines are making a lot of money right now.
The reason airline tickets are going up is
one word - profits. The chairman of

Y..Jahoh ""aY"" ""upp\y and demand <ae

American Allline:; wa:; Iecentl-y on the

keeping prices high. "Airplanes are full
and are running at an all-time high capacity. The seats are filling like crazy and
they are getting more people on airplanes," she said.
Klaholz suggested working with a travel agent to trim costs. "You can call an airline and get a quote, then call another airline and get another quote, but you waste
a tremendous amount of time. Travel
agents have all the rates in front of them at
the blink of an eye. Good agents look for

Today Show talking about how well the
airlines are doing. I think they are going to
keep the fares high. In the travel publications they suggest prices are up because
they are building a reserve for new equipment and for the next downturn of the
economy when people quit flying."
While that may be true, Beth Harbin, a
spokesperson for Southwest Airlines, said
in the last couple of years her airline has
seen fares rise only "a handful of dollars nothing to the degree some of the other

,
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banking experts,
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experts too.
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You could be
$27,125 in the

hole.
"Airlines offer discounted
fares to vacationers, and
business travelers subsidize those discounts.
That's because the
corporate traveler can't
always be flexible when
making travel plans."

As an employer, you risk subslanti

lines when your employees suffer
as a result of unprotected openings.
In the first quarter of 1998 alone, Nevada em
were cited lor 40 fall protection violations, for
initial penalty of 527,125. And you're lucky if

- Jane Wohletz,
Welcome Aboard Travel, Reno

a penalty is all you incur. One of your workers
could be seriously injured - even die - because of
safety hazards in the workplace. The Nevada
Division of Industrial Relations, Safety

airlines have been raising fares. Travelers
tend to buy last minute, unrestricted fares
and are paying for the flexibility they
need. A point to be made is that airlines
like Southwest keep those costs at a manageable level. Other airlines are forced to
match those fares," Harbin said.
Harbin advised that travelers plan ahead
to receive the lowest-priced fares . She also
suggested booking flights on the Internet.
"Many airlines offer incentives to book on
the Internet. For example, each week Las
Vegas has a destination or two on sale, and
it's a different one each week. Airlines also
offer double frequent flyer credits for
booking on the Internet," she said.
Kelley Ferrence, director of network
operations for the western region of 360°
Communications, based in Las Vegas, is
one traveler who has had success managing her department's travel budget, and
the Internet is just one of the tools she
uses regularly.
According to Ferrence, cost is a factor
when she travels, and she "won't take a
trip if the ticket is going to cost $1 , 100."
To combat rising costs, she uses coupons
she receives through frequent flyer programs for travel-related necessities like
rental cars. "The car coupons are really
good - there are free upgrades, free days,
even free triple upgrades. On a recent trip
22 Nevada Business Journal •
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Consultation and Training Section (SCATS) can
help you prevent workplace accidents and
avoid safety violation penalties.

TOP FIVE HEALTH AND SAFETY STANDARDS VIOLATED:

v.~~:~ns

~~~~~~

84

524.975

so

$15,950

40

527,125

39

525,700

3s

5 6 .365

Electrical
(Not having adequate strain relief on extension cords, for not having a cover on an
electrical junction box and for no ground-fault circuit interru pter.)

Hazard Communication

(No written chemical hazard communication program. for inadequate trainin~ of exposed

employees, and for not having a material data sheet for all hazardous chemicals.)

Fall Protection
(Not providing fall protection systems for exposed employees to unprotected sides and
edges, having unprotected openings in floors or roofs, and not training exposed employees.)

Scaffolds
(Not having adequate access to the working level of the scaffold, for not having adequate
guardrails and for not having the working level of the scaffold fully planked.)

Fire Protection
(Not periodically inspecting fire extinguishers, for not storing flammable liquids in an
approved container, and for not having clear access around a spray paint booth.)

l'~la1ions found by 1he Division ollnd1111riol Rela1ions, Occupo1ionol
Solely ond Heohh Enlonemen1 Sedion, Jonuory-Manh 1998

'All penohies colleded by the Division ollndlll1riol Rel<rtions Ole u..d lo
olkel annuol ossessmenh of Hevodo wori<e"' campensotion insu""·

Nevada Department of
Business & Industry

S:ta~ sa~ely

om ttle le\lel.
"More than ever before,
companies as a whole
are looking for ways to
save when it comes to
the travel dollar. They're
doing things like scheduling meetings in advance,
or that take place over
a weekend."
- Matt Mair, Prestige American
Express Travel, Las Vegas

You can prevent fall hazards on the job. Always:
• Protect holes on walking surfaces, floors or roofs withsecured covers able to support at
least twice the maximum intended load
• Assess and correct potential fall hazards an every work site
• Make sure fall protectionsystems ore used when loll hazards of greater than six feet
exist on construction sites (lour feet lor general industry work)
• Install attachment points lor tying all prior to steel beam erection
• Keep records of required fall protection training lor employees
No matter what your business, from construction to gaming to bonking to retail- SCATS
can help you stay out of the hole when it comes to workplace safety problems.

Las Veqas SCATS 702/486-5016
Reno SCATS 702/688-1474
Nevada business owners, managers and supervisors have a
responsibility for enforcing safe work practices.

Nevada Department of
Business & Industry

to Reno I rented a Blazer for a weekend at
$24 a day," she recalled.
In addition, although 360° Communications has its own in-house travel
agency, Ferrence said she will research
airline ticket costs online if she believes a
quoted price is too high. As an example,
on a recent trip to Dallas, she was quoted
$ 1,800 for two tickets. "I jumped on the
Internet and found the same tickets for
$400 each, so I called the travel agency
back, and they booked those. Then those
same tickets were further discounted to
$250. From $900 to $250 is another
whole trip," she said.
Ferrence uses Expedia on the World
Wide Web to research and book flights,
hotel accommodations and car rentals.
"You enter where you're going from and
to and times and it will bring up all the
flights and prices," she described.
Ferrence said she encoura~tes her staff
to be flexib le when making travel arrangements . "So many people will just take
whatever they are told the tickets cost,"
she said. "They [airlines or travel agents]
may offer you the cheapest ticket for the
travel arrangements you 've requested, but
they might not offer you alternative itineraries," she said.
Travel agents warn fares on the Internet
are not updated as frequently as their sysJune 1998 •
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Get a bigger machete.
As the spectac ular growth of N evada continues, its lush,
fertile bu siness landscape can easi ly turn dense and impenetrable.
M erica Dickerson Advertising is constantly adapti ng to this climatic change .
Through our new affiliate Faiss Foley Merica, we have dramatically
increased the scope of services we can provide our clients. We now have vastly
expanded government affairs and public relations capabi lites to augment our
existi ng creative, strategi c planning , research, media planning
& buying and special event services .
Introduci ng The Merica Agency. Let the safari begin!
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terns. According to KJaholz, a recent study
found that in six out of six phone caJls,
travel agents quoted better fares than the
Internet or the airl ines. But Ferrence and
others have found it worthwhile.
Are other evada business travelers following the suggestions of the professionals? "You bet they are," said KJaholz.
"People are being more flexible and they
are cutting out some of the bells and whistles. As airlines have begun raising rates
and there are fewer flights in and out of
Las Vegas ... we're sitting down and seeing where the challenges are and worki ng
on the solutions."
Klaholz said when a company approaches Uniglobe to handle their travel
needs, she meets with them and formu lates travel policies. ''We establish the
rules that everybody follows. Otherwise
travelers will hold out to get on their favorite airline, for example. If we have a
company policy we're able to monitor
that," she said.
According to Mair, business travelers
are increasingly aware of the money they
spend. "More than ever before, people,
and companies as a whole, are looking for
ways to save when it comes to the travel
dollar. They're doing things like scheduling meetings further in advance or that
take place over a weekend," he said.
But in Nevada, a national convention
hot spot, the experts said the rising prices
aren' t changi ng anything. " It's costing
more but they're still coming here. I think
[the airlines] can get away with it here
more than in other places. Just today I had
a half-dozen people say, 'Gosh those
prices are high,' but they went ahead and
bought the tickets," Mair noted.
KJaholz agreed. "There are also a lot of
charters that come into Las Vegas, and
they haven' t had significant increases in
their prices yet," she said.
Ferrence, of 360° Communications, admi tted it takes time and effort to cut travel costs, but said the time she spends is
worth the investment. And it makes sense
that in the futu re, more people will jump
on board, and online, with her. At a time
when costs for traveling are rising while
businesses are looking more closely at
their bottom lines, with a little effort, travel is a pl ace where costs can be cut. •
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DENNIS E. GULDIN
Bringing experience, vision
to Nevada First Bank

T

he merger craze affecting banks
across the nation has impacted
Nevada's financial institutions as well, with
several of the market's largest banks joining conglomerates. In its wake, the trend
toward industry consolidation has yielded
numerous community banks designed to
serve smaller businesses and higher-networth professionals. Such financial organizations are attracting top administrators
like Dennis Guldin, lured by the appeal of
a hands-on, customer-service-oriented
banking philosophy. Guldin's five-month
tenure as Nevada First Bank president has
already proven rewarding for the long-time
banking executive.
"As a smaller bank, we have more
flexibility in the services we provide,"
Guldin explained. 'That allows us to listen
to customers ' needs and adapt to them,
rather than saying, 'These are the services
we have.' We can assemble different
elements of programs we provide into a
set of products customized to each customer's demands. We're able to deliver a
crucial linkage to community development and growth."
Guldin has assisted businesses and professionals in their financial growth for
many years. Prior to his January alliance
with Nevada First Bank, he served five
years with Sun State Bank, culminating in
posts as chief credit officer and executive
vice-president of loans. Guldin also spent
15 years with First Interstate Bank (FIB),
in capacities including senior vice-president and southern credit administrator. His
background also includes eight years with
Bank of America in California. Now that
he has experienced environments at financial industry titans and smaller community
banks alike, Guldin is finding the person-

alized atmosphere of Nevada First Bank a
welcome fiscal arena.
"When I was with Bank of America and
FIB , it was akin to being in the military,
with all the traveling and moving at the
banks ' discretion," Guldin recalled. "It was
difficult to become familiar with customers and the community. Larger banks
cycle people around, and that can disrupt
business. Working at an organization like
Nevada First Bank allows us to establish
roots in the area. It enables the development of long-term customer relationships
and forges stronger bonds between banks
and clients."
According · to Guldin, Nevada First
Bank's ability to build such customer ties
comes directly from its staff. "We're
blessed with a staff of long-time anchors
who have dealt with local businesses for
years. They have a depth of experience they know who's in the market and how to
serve them." Nevada First's customer base
" ranges from business owners with a
small, single-person office to those developing the community," Guldin noted.
Those clients are corning to Nevada
First Bank to partake in the distinctive
products it offers. In addition to the carefully-tailored banking programs available
to individual customers, the bank's van
and courier service remains its most popular. "About 75 percent of our clients don't
traditionally bank by coming to our offices. They use our internal messengers,
who make daily deliveries and pick-ups.
We provide that service so our clients can
spend more meaningful time at their businesses, rather than having to make a trip
to bank," Guldin stated. "Even though
we don' t have facilities in Henderson or
North Las Vegas, our customers enjoy easy

"About 75 percent of our
clients don't traditionally
bank by coming to our
offices. They use our
messengers, who make
daily deliveries and
pick-ups. We provide the
service so our clients can
spend more meaningful
time at their businesses."
- Dennis E. Guldin
access to us if they need to apply for a
loan or make deposits."
For Guldin and others at Nevada First
Bank, contributing to the community isn 't
limited to furnishing financial services.
Guldin is a director of Big Brothers & Big
Sisters of Nevada. John Blackmon, business development director, supports Boys
Town of Nevada as chair, Sunrise Children's Hospital as treasurer and Lied Discovery Children's Museum as secretary.
Executive vice-president and CFO Arvind
Menon volunteers with the Trauma Intervention Program. "There are sectors of this
economy not sustained by tax revenues,"
said Guldin, of the importance of giving
back to Las Vegas. "Personnel and funding
for such organizations have to come from
community participation on the part of
those who can afford to give."
Although Guldin has been part of the
June 1998 •
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This Year, Trim the fat

Out of more Than Just the Budget_
At Exercise Equipment of Nevada, you'll find the fmest names in
fitness - Paramount, Precor, Tectrix and more , backed up with
professional fitness experts and factory-trained service technicians.
We also offer free estimates on preventive maintenance contracts.
Call us today for a free consultation or more information.

Exercise Equipment of Nevada
Nevada's largest Exercise Equipment Dealer
Filwll:iJ1g. Ddi\tsyand5cmputa\Wble. l.oaiionsinHmdcrson.LasWgzsmiF.tm
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We still use pencils.
In this age of faxing, e-mail, and surfing
the net , communication has become
much less personalized.
At Kafoury, Armstrong & Co. we still
believe in one on one personalized
service. It's what you'd expect from
Nevada's largest and most respected
independent accounting firm.
And, oh yes, our pencil use tip # 6:
sharpen to a point and toss up to the
ceiling tiles to see if it sticks. Great fun.
However, we're serious about
business, that\:; why we've been in business
helping Nevadans since 1941.

Las Vegas Valley for some time, he can
still compare the region 's banking market
with those of other cities in which he's
worked. "My time spent with Bank of
America in San Jose lent me the experience of banking in a market with tremendous growth. I had to learn to contend
with the needs of customers in a rapidly
expanding community. In a booming
economy, it ' s essential to make sure
you ' re properly managing clients' portfolios, seeing them through any market
risks. In Las Vegas, we have to constantly
stay on top of whether the gaming industry is slowing. Bankers must be able to
recognize imminent signals that an economy is starting to lag, and we have to hope
growth remains subtle and slow."
As Southern Nevada continues to expand, Guldin has established several goals
for building Nevada First Bank. When the
institution opened in January, it claimed
48 investors and $18.7 million in start-up
capital. By the end of April, Nevada
First's deposits totaled $15 million; its
loans equaled $ 12.6 million. " We' re
pleased with how far we' ve come since
January," Guldin asserted. "We're working hard to bring our loan growth to $30
million and our deposits to $40 million by
mid-year. In the long term, we plan to
work with more small- to mt~cli w:IH:::iiiiil
businesses." Guldin added that
First Bank plans to remain in its on~~
West Sahara Avenue, in American

benefits of being situated along a
services corridor that includes
BankWest and U.S. Bank.
like Nevada First will wane. " H eft''!llil!!•
merger activity continues to cause
try changes both operationally
source of business for us, esp ·
two larger banks ·aren't merging
ably. A lot of businesses and ca::;.:N•

KAFOURY, ARMSTRONG & Co. CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOU TANI S

702.384.7717
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smaller bank. As long as com
panying bank mergers, there \\
place for the community bank."
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by Jennifer Robison

n many ways, 1 evada represents a
state of contradictions. Snow-capped
mountains tower over some of the
hottest parts of the nation, and lush islands of green starkly contrast the desert
surrounding them. One paradox characterizing the state, however, has set its people
on a collision course with its most precious resource: Nevada, the country's
fastest-growing state, is also its driest.
It's easy to worry that amid the golf
courses and the greenbelts, the hotel fountains and palm trees, Nevadans are squandering water, our scarcest commodity. Yet,
water management entities across the
state are formulating strategies for effective stewardship of Nevada's water resources. The prescriptions call for management steps ranging from expanding
delivery systems and discovering additional water sources to conservation.

I

Evm-y month, the laboratory at the Alfred Merritt Smith Water Treatment Plant in Southern Nevada coUects and analyzes 275 water samples taken from 175 different locations.

How Critical is the Problem?
s a divisive political debate, few topics
have captured the attention of western
states the way water has. The issue isn't
likely to go away. According to Patricia
Mulroy, general manager of the Southern
Nevada Water Authority, "By 2018, half the
country's population will live west of the
Rockies. The lower Colorado River Basin
will continue to be in transition. "
Nowhere are those transformations
more evident than in Southern Nevada. In
spite of the Las Vegas Valley's burgeoning
population, the region is still living on its
1920 allotment of Colorado River water:
300,000 acre-feet a year. Compared with
California's share of 4.4 million acre-feet
annually, and Arizona's portion of 2.8 million acre-feet per year, it's evident Southem Nevadans -operate at a distinct water
disadvantage. Compounding the paucity of

A

water resources in Southern evada is an
aging delivery system built to acconunodate a population of 250,000 - approximately one-fifth the number of residents
now calling the valley home.
Las Vegas Valley denizens, however, are
able to access water, and uncovering
added supplies for the future won't prove
exceedingly difficult. Yet, what price will
people be willing to pay? "The water is
available; it's just a question of how much
we plan to pay for it," explained Mary Kincaid, Clark County Commissioner and
board member of the Southern Nevada
Water Authority. "Water is a real commodity in today's market. "
In Northern Nevada, water concerns differ slightly from those down south. "We've
benefited from irrigated agriculture for
more than a century, so converting water
from agricultural to municipal use has

given us an ongoing supply," stated Janet
Carson, director of water policy for Sierra
Pacific Power Company in Reno. "Some of
our biggest issues revolve around drought
storage. From 1987 to 1994, we suffered
the region's worst drought ever. Yet, we
only had two small storage reservoirs we
had purchased back in the '30s."
Northern Nevada's water woes aren't
confined to drought storage; water rights
and allocations are exacerbating political
tensions, according to Steve Walker, water
management planner for Washoe County.
"We have 119,000 acre-feet of water rights
available.., ann. the. ri.JWt tn liSP_ that Watf'J:.
has become our most salient political
issue," Walker asserted. "Surrounding
counties protest that rights we're proposing for conversion from agricultural to municipal allotments haven't been used for
years and should be abandoned."
june 1998 •
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"Finding
America~

most
important
resource ...
Bea Stewart
President, The Matrix Group

people."

J u sT HOW damaging is turnover to your firm?
CONSIDER its effects: low morale; decreased
productivity; work team disruption. Ask yourself, "With unemployment at an historic low, will
I be able to replace good employees who leave? "

N0

The low lift pumping station at the Alfred Merritt Smi th Water Treatment Facili ty in
Souther n Nevada draws water fmm Lake Mead through a 120-i nch pi pe to begin i ts journey through the treatment plan t.

The conflict is still emerging, according
to Carson. "Our downstream neighbors in
Fallon are taking issue with water rights
conversions in Reno, so a process we've
followed for 50 years has become highly
controversial," she noted. "The Pyramid
Indian tribe is asserting its water rights.
The state engineer is coordinating a hearing on it this month, and the issue is likely
to go to the courts."
While Southern and Northern evada
must contend with water concerns distinctive to each region, there is a bigger picture:
~evada is operating under a 27-year-old
statewide water plan. "Nevada has changed
dramatically since 1970," acknowledged
Naomi Duerr, administrator and state water
planner for the Nevada Division of Water
Planning. "We've been operating without a
clear vision of how to reach our water future in positive ways. Up to now, we haven't
taken the tin1e to look around us and come
to teffilS with the impact our growing population and changing economy have had on
Nevada's natural resources."

Developing and
Implementing Solutions
he key to addressing any problem
comes first with understanding it, and
Duerr's description of Nevada's water
planning efforts explains the Division of
Water Planning's newfound focus on establishing the clear vision that has eluded

T

Nevada for so long. The division is assembling a water use and management plan for
presentation to the state legislature next
February; the public can review the first
and second parts of the plan this sun1mer.
"The plan will establish a road map to
our water future," Duerr described. "The
initial components will offer background
information and an assessment of Nevada's hydrological and socioeconomic climates. Based on that data, the plan is designed to assess our water needs, develop
options to meet those needs and evaluate
issues affecting supply and management. It
will also provide a set of recommendations
to address emerging concerns."
According to Duerr, like any road map,
the plan only suggests potential routes to
effective water management - nothing is
mandated. "Our plan addresses general issues: conservation, inter-basin transfer,
groundwater protection," she explained.
"We're trying to look at concerns that could
present obstacles to each region's own
planning. Our recommendations will be
fairly general, and individual regions will
need to tailor the guidance to their own
needs. Our goal now is to update the plan
on a four-year basis so we're better positioned to respond to changing demands."
Local and regional water management
entities haven't waited for a statewide
plan; their efforts to more effectively oversee water use have been proceeding in
earnest for years, in some cases. Con1mon

MATTER what the state of the economy,
turnover continues to be a serious challenge for
employers. Within a hot business climate,
turnover can be the result of more competitive
opportunities with other firms. And while layoffs are the more obvious outcome of depressed
conditions , those employees who choose to resign are motivated to do so as the result of a host
of internal ills.

I

1DEED, your employees are the most important asset on the balance sheet so, how can your
organization significantly reduce turnover and
inspire greater loyalty among them?

• Recognize and reward positive performance
rather than emphasizing the negative.
• Cultiva te a genuinely communicative, consultative environment in which all are honored
and respected as integral parts of the whole.
• Train your employees, each with their individual development in mind.
• Demonstrate a co mmitment to employee
growth , perso nallv as well as professionally.
• Foster a positive corporate culture and practice it uniformly, from the top down.
• Compensate your staff fairly and competitively; they are worth it.
• Create and participate in opportunities for socialization outside of work.

h

IS critical that your organization include the
issue of retention as essential element of its
overall strategic plan.

WE OFTEN hear these days that "lifetime"
employees no longer exist. Not true! Allegiance
to the organization will be assured if you are
willing to commit to a sincere, productive partnership with your staff.

Best of successl

~~
(702) 598-0070
Fax (702) 598-492
1-800-595-6975

"And F..xperienc£
the Difference"

tax is small - one quarter of one cent - and
it brings tourists, who also benefit from
in1proved water delivery, into the solution
as well. "The 35 exemptions on sales tax,
such as food and medicine, will remain,"
Kincaid noted. "That will prevent this sales
tax from hurting the poor the way so many
sales taxes do. Water is a necessity, and it
would be unfair to make lower-income residents foot that bill."
n Reno, facility in1provements are less
politicized, revolving around integrating
infrastructure, st01ing water for hydrologically lean y.ears and enhancing quality.
"Our water delivery infrastructure is dominated by Sierra Pacific, whose system
includes two water treatment plants and
nun1erous groundwater wells," stated
Washoe County's Walker. "They seiVe 75
percent of the area's water customers. A

I
points of focus include enhancing water
infrastructure, ensuring continued supply
and encouraging conseiVation.
All 1.2 million Southern Nevadans are
currently seiVed by just one Lake Mead intake pipe and treatment plant, an arrangement leaving the region's residents open to
hydrological disaster should the pipeline
fail. The Southern evada Water Authority
(SNWA) has understood such potential
problems for several years, and is constructing a "second straw" system- another main intake and treatment plant at Lake
Mead. The SNWA, with $800 million of facilities under construction, is increasing
the treatment and delivery system's current 400 million-gallon daily capacity to
900 million gallons. In addition, numerous
smaller projects will improve water delivery throughout the SNWA's region. The
South Valley Lateral, a seven- to nine-foot
dian1eter pipeline, is slated for completion
before next sun1mer, and the existing
water treatment plant recently benefited
from expansions. The SNWA anticipates
construction on its projects will continue
through 2017.
Crucial to bettering Las Vegas' water delivery network will be an adequate project
funding mix. A battle over the composition
of that mix is emerging in time for a November referendum regarding a proposed
sales tax. "We're building the second straw
right now. There's never been a question as
to whether it would happen," noted Clark
County Commissioner Kincaid. "The ques- ·
tion is how we're going to pay for it. Right
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Eighty percent of Northern Nevada's
water is draum jmm the Truckee River
(above) . The Stampede Reservoir (below)
is used for dmught stomge.

now, the pipeline's construction is being
funded by home-builder water connection
fees and valley-wide water rates. Relying
solely on two sources for financing the
second straw could become problematic.
If building slows down, we'll have to increase water rates. Adding a sales tax will
prevent us from relying so heavily on raising water rates."
Nevada's low-tax climate is what attracted many here in the first place, and overcoming that may prove difficult. But the

county and private system accommodate
the remaining water users. A regional plan
has just been approved to integrate all
systems, which should happen in the nex:
five to 10 years."
two drought storage reseiVoirs, a ·
pursuing federal pernlission to use
government's existing reseiVoirs. "
Reid proposed and passed a bill in 1 •
gotiating settlement of the Truckee
allowing us to take water we haven't

or don't need, and store it in federal reservoirs," Carson explained. "That will let us
save reserves in preparation for dry years.
"Our water does meet our needs, but it
comes at a price," Carson continued.
"We're seeing more problems with groundwater contan1ination, because much of our
supply is situated in areas with high industrial activity. The Truckee River composes
80 percent of that supply [groundwater
provides the rest] , and having the Truckee
meet Safe Drinking Water Act standards
meant constructing a new filtration plant."
The plant's $100 million price tag is defrayed in a 10-year series of water rate increases, according to Carson. "Our infrastructure is sufficient to address treatment

needs, but it's costing

rnon~

and more to

comply with clean water regulations. "
Treating water first requires having
water to filter. 'I11us, guaranteeing an enduring supply will remain a top priority for
water management groups across the
state. In Southern Nevada, new sources include an agreement with the Central Arizona Project enabling the SNWA to utilize
part of Arizona's Lake Mead water allotment. The SNWA is also expanding lease
anangements with other regional management authorities.
The north harbors different plans. "We'll
see continued use of the Truckee River for
most of Reno-Sparks' supply, along with
wells for peaking and droughts," Carson
said. "If we continue converting water from
agricultural to municipal use, that will lend
us a supply for another 40 to 50 years. After
that, we'll have to look at other sources."
Pinpointing future water sources will
become easier as technology in1proves, according to Duen. "While officials have previously done a good job of detem1ining
supply, we've seen recent advances in remote sensing and geophysics," she explained. "Also, computers have revolutionized the way we look at the world and
obtain information. We have to take another look, because some basins may have
more or less water than we thought. In the
coming years, we anticipate working with
the U.S. Geological Survey, the Desert Research Institute and the state to re-evaluate Nevada's basins."
Critical to stretching Nevada's supply of

At the Alfred Merritt Smith Water Treatment Facility, water in these tan ks is diTected into
one of 20 m ixed media f ilters m ade up of anthmcite coal, sand and gamet.

water is conservation. Southern Nevada
Coalition 2000, a Las Vegas group composed of 30 business, environmental, ganling and government leaders is forging the
way in "educating the public on who uses
water and how we can save it," explained
Bill Martin, Coalition 2000 chair.
Who uses water in Southern evada?
Governments and schools use five percent
of the region's water, while commercial
and industrial customers absorb 14 percent. Irrigation accounts for nine percent
of water use, and hotels compose seven
percent of the total. The rest - 65 percent is soaked up by residents. Sixty percent of
that total spills out as a result of outdoor
lawn watering and inefficiency; that figure
can clin1b to 90 percent of total residential
use during summer.
"We primarily take our message to residential users because that's where we can
bring about the greatest savings," Martin
explained. Coalition 2000's solution: a plan
asking county and city governments to
adopt turf restriction ordinances on new
construction. The regulations would linlit
front yards of homes to 50 percent sod,
while sod use in public facilities (except
schools, parks and cemeteries), would be
confined to 25 percent of total landscapable area. Golf courses would be re-

stricted to five acres of grass per hole
(compared with a national average of 8.3
acres per hole), and finally, grass cannot
abut sidewalks or streets, preventing
sprinklers from uselessly watering cement. Coalition 2000 estin1ates the plan
will save more than 35,000 gallons of water
annually on a single 6,000-square-foot lot.
"Society has developed an ethic for recycling- we do it because it's right," Martin
explained. "We have to foster that san1e
attitude toward water conservation."
The SNWA has held conservation as a
core purpose since its inception in 1990.
Citizens can take advantage of a website
and informative hotline with conservation
tips. The SNWA also performs free sprinkler clock adjustments and site reviews,
and maintains a water waste reporting hotline. "Our goal is to achieve 25 percent
conservation over 1990 by the year 2010,"
noted David Riggleman, SNWA conservation manager. "We reached our objective
last year of 13 percent, and we're hoping to
ar.hiP.vP. dose to 15 percent this year."
"Anywhere in Nevada, conservation is
crucial. The resource is linlited, and the facilities required to provide safe drinking
water are so costly," noted Siena Pacific's
Carson. "We estin1ate we've saved $20 nlillion by conserving." Water frugality in
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Northern Nevada has entailed three components. The
first is an ordinance limiting
lawn-watering to no more
than twice a week, a stipulation borne of the 19871994 drought. The second
element includes promotion
of xeriscape (drought-tolerant) designs. Finally, new
development fees are paying
for those with older homes
to retrofit systems with water
meters, which were banned in
the area prior to 1988 in an effort to
establish a "lush, oasis-like environment,"
according to Carson.
Walker believes conservation improves
orthem evadans' lives in numerous
ways. "With our previous drought, the community responded and generated a 25 percent reduction in water use," he recalled.
"We have to recognize we live in the desert;
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Reno's Clwlk Bluff Water Treatment Plant

we shouldn't blame it for being dry. Also,
keeping more water in the Truckee will
help us revitalize our river-side downtown
area, and it can re-establish, in a small way,
the fabulous fisheries that existed previously in the Truckee between Lake Tahoe
and Pyranlid Lake. "
As with many concerns confronting the
state, Nevadans understand the impor-

tance of working together to
find answers. Many foresee
an ongoing proactive approach to Nevada's water
paradox. "We have a lot of
bright people, a very good historical base and excellent
water law," noted Duerr.
"We're well-positioned to take
advantage of new tools and
make some very effective
plans for the future."
Nevada's residents are fortunate: they benefit from an
optimistic, proactive government. But water management goals can't
be achieved by public policy alone. Life in
the nation's driest state calls upon residents and businesses to consider what
they can do individually to protect our
most precious resource. It's time for Nevada, known as a trend-setting state in so
many other areas, to lead the way in sensible water management as well.
•

AVOID NIGHTMARfS WHfN BUILDING YOUR DRfAM HOM£
Pre-planning, careful coordination with professionals 1s key to custom home building
ew possessions reveal as much about
their owners as homes. However, custom homes offer consumers the ability
to completely personalize every detail of
their residence, from the exterior colors to
interior flooring and lighting fixtures.
While the idea of owning a custom home
appeals to many, designing and building
such a unique structure can be daunting.
"Buyers are paralyzed with choice," noted
Erika Geiser, marketing director for Las
Vegas-based Christopher Homes. "It's one
of the biggest decisions people will make.

he most effective way for consumers to
avoid marital meltdown during such a
complex project is to arm themselves with
information, and truly understand what to
expect throughout the process. "Buyers'
biggest complaints surrounding building a
custom home are the cost, the time it
takes, the aggravation and the extraordinary stress level," Geiser stated.
What can home buyers expect to endure
in constructing a custom home?

buyer retains an architect and a builder.
The architect can tell the customer immediately if home plans are well-suited to the
lot. Following that, buyers go through the
design stages with the architect; when
plans for the home are complete, the city
and county must check the designs and
issue building permits. That alone can take
up to two months. Ideally, during that time,
the builder prices out the house and obtains contracting bids, so when designs
come out of plan check, the buyers know
how much it will cost to build the home.

'in some cases, lliey're spenillng ntlllions oi

"Generdily, t'ne process 'oegi:rts willi llie

"i"nen, construcnon can 'oegin; 'ouliu-out

dollars, and they want it to be just right. It
can be very stressful - people have gotten
divorces over the home building process."

home site purchase," explained Randy
Schaefer, owner and president of Las
Vegas' R/S Development. "Then, the home

can take anywhere from seven months to a
year-and-a-half depending on the home's
size and complexity."

f
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The custom lwme buyer is conjTOnted with a daunting number of choices dU1ing the design phase - fTOm indoor architectuml elements to outdoor living space. Experts advise
collecting photos and magazine a1·ticles of p?·eferred designs, styles, building materials,
colm· schemes, etc. to help point the way.

fA}ING lHf BUILDING PROCf}}

A!though the process sounds relatively
J. .\ sinlple, home buyers must account for
a host of considerations along the way.
When choosing an architect and builder,
for example, "Rapport is extremely important," cautioned Mike Holmes, president
and owner of Holmes Construction Co.,
Inc. , a finn that has been building custom
36 Nevada Business journal •
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homes around Reno for 10 years. "If a consumer has a feeling in the pit of his or her
stomach regarding the architect relationship prior to beginning the process, that intuition is probably accurate. It's essential
to make sure buyer and builder are on the
same wavelength. Share infom1ation extensively up front, and be forthright about
financial budgets. I tell my clients about
the three aspects of their budget: home

size, quality and price. I tell them they can
have any two, but I have to take the third.
If their budget is $400,000, and they want a
substantial number of square feet, then we
may have to exchange wood windows for
vinyl, for example."
Finding credible architects and builders
should first begin with "word of mouth,"
according to Schaefer, who recently garnered an award from Custom Builder for a
house his fun1 constructed on Sun1merlin's
TPC Golf Course. "Does the buyer have
friends who've built a custom home? Were
they happy with their builder and architect? It's important to carefully interview
builders and architects. The architect has
to really think about how the family works;
he or she almost must become prut of t11e
fanilly to understand the lifestyle issues involved in creating an appropriate design. "
The interviewing process can also be
useful in speaking with a professional's
references, Schaefer added. "Obtain recommendations from other custom home
owners, and really talk to them about
whether the process went well for them.
Make sure the builder has fulished houses
prospective clients can visit, as well as a
portfolio of pictures of homes they've constructed. It's also crucial to pick someone
who's licensed, and who possesses a positive track record in the community."
Geiser, of Cluistopher Homes, noted
that for many home buyers, the ru·chitectlbuilder selection process and preplanning for construction "is tl1e most
time-consun1ing, and represents the
biggest headache. Interviewing architects,
obtaining bids, designing and engineering
tl1e home - this part of building a custom
home can be the most challenging. Planning ahead is critical; buyers have to express their needs, ideas and wants."
Expressing those needs is only possible
when consumers actually have a handle on
such ideas. "The biggest problem we see,
especially with those who haven't gone
through it before, is that buyers are just
overwhelmed," described Holmes, whose
company has ea.Ined awru·ds in custom
home design and building from the mthem Nevada Association of Home Builders.
"A true custom home is completely their
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Once a custom home's a1·chitectural design has been established, it is important to stick
to the plans, because changes made after construction has begun can be costly.

own concept, from foundation to roof. The
client has all th~ decision authority regarding every detail. As builders, we're concerned more with maintenance, cost efficiency and stability."
Holmes tells custom home buyers to
start by seeking ideas from various
sources. "As soon as you begin to think
about building a custom home, take pictures of residences you see and like. Cut
pictures out of magazines of anything you
find that appeals to you from a style, coloring or design standpoint and throw it into a
file. I can duplicate or find anything I see
pictures of, so the more thoroughly buyers
educate themselves regarding their desires,

schemes and floor coverings, however; according to Schaefer, detemlining what you
want in a floor plan is key as well. "Before
the process begins, try to have some general idea of what kind of floor plan you're
looking for- do you want the master suite
upstairs or down? Where will your formal
dining room go? Architects and builders
have a tough time reading clients' minds,
so we prefer as much input along the way
as possible. Make as many decisions you
can up front. A main reason custom homes
take so long to build is because ideas
aren't finalized prior to the beginning of
building. Once final choices have been
determined, it's important to stick with

the more effectively l can deliver the

tho£R pl=,

hom~

they envision. The philosophy of a picture
meaning a thousand words goes a long way
in these cases. Also, once we have an idea
of the client's wants, we offer a threedinlension CAD [computer-aided drafting]
system. We can take them on a virtual reality walk-through of their home before we
even begin building. That's a substantial
help in refining a home's details."
Understanding how you want your
home to look goes beyond selecting color

b~cause

changing

only increases the cost of the home
construction has started."
According to Geiser, finding a
who can offer a "one-stop-shop"
ment for custom home building can
remove a lot of stress from the situ
accommodating as many of our
needs throughout the process as pass::•~
stated Geiser, whose company has

Carson City Wastewater
Treatment Plant

Some buye-rs p-refer to select a builder who can coo-rdinate aU aspects of the construction
P'rocess from a-rchitectu-re to interio-r design to landscaping.
Home Builders awards for design and
construction. "Our buyers come into our
offices, and they can select a pre-existing
floor plan, customize it to their needs and
see the final product via three-dimension
computer technology prior to building.
Also, we coordinate the entire building
process in-house. One of the main concerns for so many custom home buyers is
that they have to work with a lot of different entities: subcontractors, architects,
builders. It can be very stressful when
there's little synergy among those parties.
Offering services such as architectural and
interior design and landscaping in-house
enables us all to work in concert to make
the buyer's home perfect."

lr\I)ThK£) TO hVOID
As with any significant project, it's easy
J..\ror consumers to inaccurately judge or
fail to consider some key issues. "For
many of our clients, finding out how their
expectations compare with the true cost of
items for the house represents a real educational process," Holmes stated. "They're
awakened to how expensive certain components are. They gain experience in
Flooring 101, Plumbing 101 - all those
things we expose them to. It's essential to
do that during the design, rather than the
construction, phase of the project."
Preparing for the potential shock of a

home's cost can be accomplished in several ways. "There's a lot more information
these days than consumers used to be able
to access," Holmes said. "That information
will depend on clients' specific locality,
and whether they have to address issues
such as design and snow loads, energy efficiency, construction for earthquake
zones and thermal concerns. These factors
will help determine how much a home
might cost to build in a given area. Buyers
can also access the Internet and the
National Association of Home Builders'
website, visit periodicals and obtain real
estate reports from lending companies.
That will enable them to conduct appraisals and cost studies of their own."
"Building a house is not a therapy exercise - consumers really need to go into the
process with open eyes and realistic expectations," Holmes concluded. "Some aspects of the process will be stressful if you
let them become so, but the rest can be enjoyable, especially if a good relationship
exists between clients and their builders."
For those entertaining the idea of building a custom home, the experience is an
initiation into a complicated, months-long
process. However, custom home buyers
should take heart, for, according to Schaefer, there's hope down the road: "For
clients building their second custom home,
the process does go much faster."
•
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Building Nevada
BUILDING DREAMS
Custom home builder transforms clients' ideas to reality
by Jackie Shelton

iiE

veryone has a mental picture of what
they want their house to look like,"
says Fred Altmann, owner of Altmann
Construction Inc. , a Reno company. "We
have to look at the personality of the people involved - usually the husband and
wife have different ideas and preferences.
Our job is to find the middle ground. "
Though Altmann's profession would be
listed as general contractor, he wears
many hats drning the cmrrse of the day,
from maniage counselor to color coordinator. His job is to rn1derstand the drean1s
of his clients and trnn them into reality.
Altmann acts as a project manager for
many of his clients, assisting in the design
process, screening subcontractors, obtaining bids, even offe1ing advice on hiring an
architect for some. "Most architects and
builders have a certain niche they excel in.
We work to match the architect and client
together," he says. Cost is another reason
for his desire to get in on the ground floor.
"Most construction is price driven and it's
easier for us to control costs if we're in the
planning process from the beginning."
Building a custom home is a sensory
process. Altmann wants his clients to look,
feel and see what they're building. After a
client decides to hire Altmann Construction, he or she is shown a book of ideas
that covers a wide variety of architectural
and interior design styles and themes. This
gives Altmann's crew a starting point.
Altmann got into the construction business in a roundabout way. After receiving a
bachelor's degree and a master's degree in
history, he worked as a high school
teacher in the Bay Area, building houses in
the sun1mer. After 12 years as a teacher,
counselor and administrator, he decided to
get into the building business full-time because he enjoyed working for hin1Self.
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Built for a resi dent in the upscale Caughlin Ranch, this home was designed by Dale Cox.
He's found his background in education
has come in handy in his current profession. "Education is important in construction," he says. "For most people, this is
their first custom home and they come into
the building process thinking they know
what they want. Then they get involved
and realize they don't have everything they
need to make an informed decision."
Altmann moved from California to Reno
in 1984, after working on a project with
some associates in the Reno area. That
project? The very first home built at
Caughlin Ranch, one of Reno's more upscale communities. He has since worked
on 40 to 50 houses at Caughlin Ranch.
Altmann Construction is currently the
preferred builder for Saint James's Village
at Galena and Arrowcreek on Zolezzi Lane.
He's also working on custom town homes

at Lake1idge Pointe in Lakeridge Shores.
Altmann and his crew are usually working
on six homes at a time, with each taking
six to eight montllS to complete. They average 12 homes a year, most of which are
in the $400,000 to $500,000 range.
In the construction business, references
are important. Altmann succeeds in keeping his clients satisfied, though he gives
them much of the credit. "We've had great
clients," he says. "We do our best to take
care of them, and they take care of us. "
Though Altmann Construction focuses
on custom homes, they have worked on
several con1mercial projects as well.
Some Northern Nevada buildings bearing
the Altmann name include Caughlin Club
at Caughlin Ranch and several area Comstock Bank locations.
Altmann credits his employees for his
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The first home built in Caughlin Ranch

success. "Our construction staff has a
good reputation," he says. "They care
about the quality of work they produce. "
Altmann Construction employs five office
staff and 15 to 20 field staff, depending on
the project.
His wife, Jill, a textile artist, helps with
the interior and exterior design of the
homes. "She's well versed in color and use
of materials," Altmann says. "And she
brings a whole different level of expertise
to the projects."
One of the extra touches Altmann Construction brings is an ability to put it all together. "Most people have an idea of what
they want, but they're not able to realize it
alone," says Altmann, adding that most
people have rarely had any experience selecting the right appliances, windows,
roofs and doors. "These final decisions are
important in making the house a home,
and we try to help with that," he says.
While building homes is immensely satisfying to Altmann, it's not nearly as profitable as it used to be. "Costs are more expensive in this area, so we've had to
compromise on our profit margins," he
says. According to Altmann, Nevada is one
of the most expensive places to build in
the country. "It's because Nevada is such a
desirable place to live and people have finally discovered it," he says.
As more people uncover the magic of
Nevada, Altmann and his crew will be here
to help them build their dreams.
•
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Building, Nevada
SOUTHERN NEVADA WATER AUTHORilY
Working to ensure water supply and delivery into the next century
ife in the dese1t constitutes a perpet-

L ual reminder of water's precious

nature. So when the Las Vegas Valley
Water Distlict imposed a moratmium on
water allotment in 1989, the need for a unified approach to water use in Southern
Nevada became painfully apparent. " o
one had ever inventolied whether our
water resources matched our commitments," described Patricia Mulroy,
general manager of the Las Vegas Valley
Water Distlict at the time.
Out of that realization, the Southern
Nevada Water Autholity (SNWA) was born
in 1990, drawing Boulder City, Henderson,
Las Vegas, North Las Vegas, the Big Bend
Water Distlict, the Clark County Sanitation
Distlict and the Las Vegas Valley Water
Distlict into a cohesive regional water
management entity. While water management organizations have proliferated
across the alid Southwest, Mulroy, general
manager of the SNWA since 1993, asserts
the autholity differs markedly from others
in clitical ways.
"When we created the Southern evada
Water Autholity, we broke out of the box
and did things others haven't done,"
Mulroy stated. "We brought together five
regional cities with a concept of equality.
We gave up the arcane idea of cities possessing senior water lights, and we only
contend with issues on a regional basis.
For exan1ple, we don't set water rates for
member cities. Also, our board doesn't
weigh members' influence according to
their cities' size. Boulder City's representative carlies as much clout as Las Vegas'
board member, and nothing is accomplished without consensus. As a resource,
water is too life-essential to lend itself well
to competition. If we hadn't started pool42 Nevada Business journal •
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Southern Nevada Water Authmi ty 's Patricia MulToy stands at the AifTed Merritt Smi th
Water Treatment Plan t.
ing our pipe capacities, we would have
been out of water by 1995, and unable to
afford improvements."
The SNWA's water management plan
comprises three key components: developing delivery and treatment facilities, uncovering future water sources and fostering conservation among water users. The
Southern Nevada Water System's infrastructure is composed of The Alfred Merlitt Smith Water Treatment Facility and the
Robert B. Griffith Water Project. These facilities supply clean, safe drinking water to
the residents and businesses of Boulder
City, Henderson, Las Vegas, North Las

Vegas, unincorporated Clark County and
Nellis Air Force Base. All together, the
Southern Nevada Water System consists of
intake and treatment facilities, 13 pumping
plants, 16 rate-of-flow control stations, a
three-mile long main aqueduct, the fourmile long River Mountain Tunnel and
approxin1ately 60 lniles of transmission
lines. The system can divert up to 300,000
acre-feet armually from Lake Mead at a
maximum rate of 400 million gallons daily.
While the existing water infrastructure
remains effective, the system was built for
a substantially smaller population than
currently resides in the area. The SNWA,
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David Donnelly, general managerjo1· the SNWA, slwws off the sheer size of a pipeline responsible joT delive?'ing water to thousands of Southe?-n Nevadans.

which represents the only agency constructing regional water facilities, has earmarked numerous expansion and improvement priorities through the next two
decades. "Our capital improvement progranl will enable us to expand our regional
treatment and delivery system from its
1995 capacity of 400 million gallons a day
to 900 million gallons a day," noted David
Donnelly, deputy general manager for
SNWA. "We have $800 million-wo1th of facilities under construction. 1\vo years ago,
we drilled a second tunnel through the
mountains [the River Mountain Tunnel],
44 Nemda Business journal •
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and we have a second intake into
Lake Mead under construction. We've
expanded our existing water treatment
plant, and we're continuing with smaller
expansions throughout the Valley. The
South Valley Lateral, a seven- to nine-foot
diameter pipeline, is slated for completion by next sun1mer. Also, the design is
almost finished for the first phase of the
water treatment plant in east Henderson,
and construction on that project begins
in late summer."
That array of projects becomes useless
without water itself, so a substantial

amount of effort the SNWA expends goes
into procuring ongoing supplies of the natural resource. "We will always be working
on the next deal for obtaining additional
water," Mulroy explained. "We're continually focused on finding new alternatives
for bringing water to Southern evada.
We've developed a relationship with the
Central Arizona Project in which we're
now a customer of theirs, enabling us to
draw on prut of their Lake Mead water allotment. We're also expanding lease
arrangements with neighboring management authorities. We're compiling a portfolio of water options; it's like putting together a puzzle. We'll always be aggressive
in our search for water. "
Although enhancing infrastructure and
assuring supply are Clitical, the SNWA
aggressively promotes water conservation
as well. "Water conservation has been a primity of ours since we were established,"
noted David Riggleman, SNWA conservation manager. "We've added a myriad of
programs to improve conservation. Our
website, snwacom, outlines details about
indiVidual programs, so residents and businesses have access to such information at
all times. We offer a conservation hotline
people can call for inforn1ation regarding
saving water. We mail out schedules, we
coordinate free sprinkler timer adjustments and we conduct water efficiency site
reviews. Residents can also call 258-SAVE
seven days a week to report daytime water
waste. Accounting for growth and clin1atic
variations, we're seeking to improve the
level of conservation 25 percent over 1990
by 2010. Last year, we achieved 13 percent
conservation, and our goal this year is to
reach just under 15 percent."
As a government agency, the SNWA must
confront some of the same negative perceptions other governing entities face. According to Mulroy, an honest approach will
enable the SNWA to garner the trust of
water users across the region. "It's important for us to stay our course, and remain
honest and forthcoming. We're a newer
agency, so we need to continue to reach
out to the community until they understand we're not a typical bureaucracy.
We're not here to hide anything. We're
here to manage Southern evada's water
resources in a way benefiting residents
and businesses for decades to come." •
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NEWS IN BRIEF
Cornerstone/Universal
Health acquires building
A joint venture between Phoenix-based
Cornerstone Investment Company and
Universal Health Realty Income Trust
(UHT) has acquired a 106,000-square-foot
medical office building on the campus of
Desert Splings Hospital. The Boyer Company of Salt Lake City sold the property for
$16.32 million. The building is master
leased to Dese1t Splings Hospital, which is
a joint venture between Universal Health
Servtces, Inc. (UH:::i) and Quorum Health
Group. Several subsidialies of UHS lease
properties owned and managed by UHT.

Del Webb reports third
quarter results
Del Webb Corporation reported net earnings of $7.5 million, or 40 cents per diluted
share, for its third quarter ended March 31,
1998, compared to $8.3 million, or"46 cents
per diluted share for the same peliod a
year ago. Revenues in the third quarter
were $254.7 million, compared to $280.3
million for the san1e peliod in 1997.

Hendricks & Partners closes
apartment deal
Hendlicks & Partners announced completion of the sale of the Oasis Morning Apartments, a 106-unit complex in Las Vegas.
Oasis Residential, lnc. sold the property
to Obrecht for a total of $3.49 million.

Law firm commits to
downtown business complex
The law finn of Harlison, Kemp & Jones
recently signed a 10-year lease for the entire top floor of Sun Plaza, the $57 million
office complex to be built in downtown
Las Vegas. The 13-story building will be the
first high-lise Class A office development
built downtown in nearly two decades.
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Students from Silverado High School took ove-ra.U first place lwnors for the second year in
a row at the AGC-UNLV House of Car-ds Tourname-nt.

AGC and UNLV co-sponsor
House of Cards Tournament
More than lUU Clark County students participated in the third annual House of
Cards Tournament sponsored by the UNLV
Civil Engineeling Department and the Associated General Contractors (AGC), Las
Vegas Chaptei. Planned by the AGC-UNLV
Student Chapter, the event introduced
middle and high school students to plincipals of engineeling, architecture, construction and applied mathematics.

Berryman & Henigar
receives honors
Berryman & Henigar has been awarded the
President's Award of Distinction from the
Nevada Chapter of the Amelican Planning
Association (APA). The award was for the
Carson City master plan housing element,
which established and communicated the
housing policies for the city. The housing element, developed over a six-month peliod,
was drafted to conform to the provisions in
the state law for preparing and adopting
housing plans by local government.

The Winning Combination
chooses Henderson
One of the country's largest manufacturers
of nutlitional supplements, The Winning
Combination, plans to locate its national
headquarters in Henderson. Ground breaking c:;eremonies were recently held for the

company's new facility. The Winning
Combination, forn1erly headquartered in
Santa Monica, Calif., will employ 500 in
Henderson when the project is completed
in two years.

Memec Inc.'s new Reno
facility complete
Kilroy Realty Corporation has completed
construction of a 75,000-square-foot semiconductor order-fulfillment facility for
Memec lnc., a specialist distlibutor of electronic components. The new facility replaces Memec's distlibution operation in
San Diego, and will supply a valiety of integrated circuits to customers in the -nited States, Canada, Mexico and Southeast
Asia. The company signed a $12.4 million,
15-year lease for the building, which will
house approximately 100 employees.

Las Vegas industrial
absorption rate rises sharply
lndustlial absorption has more than doubled since the first quarter of 1997, lising
to 1.1 million square feet from over 537,000
square feet at this time last year, according
to first quarter market reports issued by
the Las Vegas office of CB Richard Ellis. 1n
contrast to the surge in absorption, indusmal space planned and under construction
for 1998 has fallen somewhat from projections, down from approximately 6.5 million square feet in 1997 to a current figure
of 6.1 million square feet.
•
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Commercial Real Estate Market Report
OFFICE MARKET SUMMARY
LAS VEGAS:

At the end of the first quarter, the

The immediate future portends continued

existing office space inventory base exceeded

growth in the offi ce space real estate market.

ments breaking ground during the first quar-

16 million square feet. The vacancy rate of

Nearly half a million square feet of new space

ter of this year include the first phase of the

11.44

the South Meadows Business Park. Develop-

percent edged up a tenth of a point due

became active during the first quarter, w ith

30o,ooo-square-foot Pointe at Double Dia-

primarily to 21o,ooo square feet of newly con-

and additional1.1 million square feet current-

mond project and McKenzie Development's

structed Class A space becoming available in

ly under construction and 2 .2 million square

new 2o,ooo-square-foot building located i n

the Summerlin submarket.

feet planned.

the Lakeridge area.

square feet, of which 28 percent occurred in

RENO: First quarter 1998 activity in the Reno

new construction. Overall vacancy rates re-

the Summerlin submarket, and 35 percent

office market remained steady. Several new

main steady with a city-wide average of less

took place in the Las Vegas submarket south

office projects were started with several other

than 10 percent. Inquiries from out of the area

Year-to-date net absorption totaled 370.363

of McCarran International Airport.

Absorption seems to be keeping pace with

nearing completion . Office space at, or near-

increased slightly during the quarter primarily

The weighted average lease rate for office

ing completion includes Quail Village, 57,000 -

from call-center users searching for 1o,ooo- to

space as of March 31, stood at $1.76, up from

square-foot West Moana Professional Park

30,ooo-square-foot facilities.

$1.69 at the end of the first quarter of 1997.

and a number of smaller buildings located in

OFFICE MARKET -

1st Quarter 1998

TOTAL MARKET
LAS VEGAS
RENO
Number of Properties
170
425
Total Square Feet
16,132,304 3.767,655
Vacant Square Feet
1,845.523
434,183
Percent Vacant
11.00°/o
11-44°/o
New Construction
466.355 103,555 sf
Net Absorption (SF)
401,487
53,220
Avg Lease SF/ Mo (FSG- NNN)*
$1.76
$1.42
Under Construction
1,108,193
145,000
Planned Construction
2,281,498
345.400
CLASS 'A' OFFICE PROPERTIES
Number of Properties
21
33
Total Square Feet
3.586,078 1,556,o8o
Vacant Square Feet
413,410
165,878
11.00°/o
Percent Vacant
11.530/o
New Construction
209,712
57.500
Net Absorption (SF)
12,888
18,153
Avg Lease SF/ Mo (FSG- NNN)*
$2.08
$1.65
Under Construction
420,113
102,900
Planned Construction
145,800
977,228
CLASS 'B' OFFICE PROPERTIES
Number of Properties
61
248
Total Square Feet
9.355.591 1,504,423
Vacant Square Feet
1,099.663
150,920
PPrrPnt

Vrtrr~nt

New Construction
Net Absorption (SF)
Avg Lease SF/ Mo (FSG- NNN)*
Under Construction
Planned Construction
CLASS'(' OFFICE PROPERTIES
Number of Properties
Total Square Feet
Vacant Square Feet
Percent Vacant
New Construction
Net Absorption (SF)
Avg Lease SF/ Mo (FSG- NNN)*
Under Construction
Planned Construction

11 . 7S.o;~"~

10 ~00°/o

234,228
342,138

46.900
34.800
$1.40

$1.73
654,246
1,291,270
144
3.190,635
332,450
10.42%
22,415
41,196
$1.51
33.834
13,000

35.878
67,600
92
998.750
181,085
19.00%
17,500
10,900
$1.10
15,200
18,8oo

*Average Monthly Lease Rates for Las Vegas reported
as Full-Service Gross and {or Reno as Net Net Net.

RETAIL MARKET -1st Quarter 1998
TOTAL MARKET
LAS VEGAS
RENO
Number of Properties
198
76
Total Square Feet
23,845.970 8,799,051
Vacant Square Feet
440,000
940,854
Percent Vacant
5.oo%
3-95%
New Construction
120,000
409.334
Net Absorption (SF)
448,753 - 20,000
Average Lease (NN N)
$1.28
$1.05
Under Construction
85o,ooo
1,401,147
Planned Construction
3,162,265
11,500
POWER CENTERSRETAIL CENTERS >100,000 SF
WITH MINIMAL OR No IN-LINE SPACE
Number of Properties
19
3
Total Square Feet (GLA)
5,689,615 1,031,000
Vacant Square Feet
10,400
306,984
Percent Vacant
t.ooo/o
5-40%
New Construction
0
0
Net Absorption (SF)
58,360
0
Average Lease (N NN)
$1.00
$1.27
Under Construction
0
99.712
Planned Constructio n
0
11,500
COMMUNITY AND REGIONAL CENTERSRETAIL CENTERS WITH ANCHOR(S)
N11mb~r of Prn~erti~<
11l7
44
Total Square Feet (GLA)
14,247,683 6,496,608
Vacant Square Feet
405,004
365,227
Percent Vacant
5.6o%
2.84°/o
New Construction
0
142.517
Net Absorption (SF)
118,063
- 33.375
Average Lease (NNN)
$1.50
$l.o5
Under Construction
65o,ooo
1,369.917
Planned Construction
2,780,265
0
STRIP CENTERS- RETAIL CENTERS
Number of Properties
72
27
Total Square Feet (GLA)
3,908,672
919,611
Vacant Square Feet
228,866
64.373 •
Percent Vacant
5.86%
7-02%
New Construction
266,817
0
Net Absorption (SF)
272,330
13,375
Ave rage Lease (NNN)
$0.92
$.92
100,000
Under Construction
31,230
Pla nned Construction
382,000
0
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INDUSTRIAL MARKET- 1st Quarter 1998
TOTAL MARKfT
Number of Properties
Total Square Feet
Vacant Square Feet
Percent Vacant
New Construction
Net Absorption (SF)
Under Construction
Planned Construction
MULTI-TENANT PROPERTIES
Number of Properties
Total Square Feet
Vacant Square Feet
Percent Vacant
New Construction
Net Absorption (SF)
Under Construction
Planned Construction
Average Lease (NNN - MG)*
Less than 5,ooo SF
From 5,000-15,000 SF
Greater than 15,000 SF

Abbreviations
BTS: Build To Suit

LAS VEGAS
1,218

RENO
678
48,614,539 42,828,243
3.402,695 4.279.462
10.00°/o
6.99°/o
596.525
965,217

874.332
1,043,005

3,243.593
4,066,738

1,194.503
1,900,000

78
32,409,917
2,876,832
8.88%
56,708

155,000

554,051
1,544.747
3.437.373

1,005,503
1,400,503

$0.55 $0.55 -$.835
$0.47 $0.30-$0.48
$0.40 $0.21-$0.47

MG: Modified G...:::
NNN: Net Net et
Squa re ~

FSG: Full-Service Gross

SF:

GLA: Gross Leasable Area

YTD: Year To Da-e

& ASSOCIATES COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE SERVICES
& ELLIS NEVADA COMMERCIAL GROUP

LAS VEGAS STATISTICS COMPILED BY LEE
RENO STATISTICS COMPILED BY GRUBB

NEXT MONTH: Retail Market Summary
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SPEAKING FOR NEVADA
by Governor Bob Miller

Preserving Nevada~s
Healthy Economy
I

n Janumy 1999 when he turns out the
lights of the executive office for the last
time, Bob Miller will have served as governor longer than any other person in
Nevada history - 10 years. Governor
Miller offers his unique perspective on the
past decade of business development in
Nevada and his insights onfor the future.
When I am asked, more and more frequently of late, to evaluate the progress
Nevada has made since I took office in
1989, I tell people that question will be
answered by the historians and by those
who will come after me. Right now, I'm
focusing strictly on evada's affairs for
the next seven months. My administration
is in the process of completing important
work in education, health care and early
childhood development.
However, I am always enthusiastic
about discussing the tremendous economic growth and diversity that we have seen
in Nevada during recent years. There is so
much new enterprise in the Silver State
that I would wager many reading this issue
of Nevada Business Journal were not
doing business in Nevada a decade ago.
I was pleased recently to host the new
chairman and CEO of the Coca-Cola Corporation, M . Douglas Ivester, at an Industry Appreciation Luncheon in Las Vegas.
Even as an outsider examining our state,
he put it very well when he said, "The Las
Vegas of 20 years ago is scarcely recognizable today. Metropolitan Las Vegas has
been reshaped and reborn into not just one
of the world's great tourist destinations,
but one of America's great cities . . . a
place for business, a place to live and a
place to raise a family."
I feel these words speak true for the entire Silver State. It is well-known that
48 Nevada Business journal •
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evada has achieved number one ran.kings
for population grow th and housing starts.
But what is less well-known is that Nevada has also reached the top ranks in the
areas of employment growth, and total
personal income growth .
These impressive numbers demonstrate
what has become the hallmark for this
decade of growth in evada - diversity.
While gaming and mining .are still our
largest economic sectors, many other industries have risen to prominence. The attractive business climate we offer - enterprise-friendly tax structure, no personal
income taxes, strong infrastructure, skilled
workforce and government's pro-business,
can-do attitude - have turned our state into
the place entrepreneurs want to be.
So what has been the experience, the
level of satisfaction, of those who've set up
shop or increased their investment in
Nevada? I found the answer in a back issue
of this very publication. The January 1998
issue of Nevada Business Journal contains
its first annual survey and analysis of
Nevada's economic outlook. I found great
satisfaction in its results. The survey
shows Nevada business leaders not only
enjoy doing business in Nevada, they have
found a level of success which far exceeds
national trends.
Almost 80 percent of respondents predict their company sales will increase over
last year- a full 31 percent expecting a better than 10 percent jump. Almost 50 percent of the companies surveyed expect to
increase physical facilities this year. But
what I found most ati fying was the response to the question ''Do you consider
Nevada a good place to do business?" One
hundred percent of ~orthern evada respondents answered yes. 98.9 percent
from Southern revada aid the same.

Nevada is entering a new
era. The hard work is not
over. Other states are
adopting policies similar
to Nevada's, in an effort to
be more competitive in
business development.
- Goverrwr Bob Miller
Yet evada is entering a new era. The
hard work is not over. Other states are
adopting policies similar to evada's, in
an effort to be more competitive in business development. Teamwork is critical to
continue the trend of quality growth. The
Nevada Commission on Economic Development, the Nevada Development Authority, our regional development authorities,
the private business organizations around
the state, and government at all levels,
must reinforce each other to keep Nevada's economic engine humming.
We must guard against becoming victims of our own success. It is highly unlikely we can sustain the percentage of
growth rates we have seen in our economic indexes in recent years. But I am very
encouraged by the public dialogue heard
across the state on growth issues. It is evident communities are taking necessary
steps to plan for the future, visualizing the
quality of life and the business environment needed in the corning years. This is
the approach we must take, to preserve and
enhance the unique aspects of life in
Nevada, and avoid the pitfalls that snare
communities in other states.

•

INSIDE POLITICS
by Michael Sullivan

A FEW GOOD CANDIDATES
Encouraging a large pool of qualified candidates will require
ethics reform and improved salaries
hat motivates a person to file for
political office? Is it a desire to give
something back to the community? A feeling of wanting to make a difference? Perhaps a bit of ego?
In many cases, the answer is all of the
above. People want to help better their
community, but the idea of having a political title is also extremely compelling.
This year, however, fewer people
seemed to find a political office all that attractive. Several incumbents will run unopposed, and two judges vying for newlycreated seats on the Nevada Supreme
Court found themselves all but elected
when no one filed against them.
It's rather unique for assemblymen and
senators to get free rides, or only token opposition. Much is at stake at this level of
government, especially as we approach the
next century. All of the districts will be redrawn by the 2001 Legislature, and
whichever party is in power will be able to
carve 1i:s own p1ece o( tile pie. The
Democrats controlled both houses in 1991,
and they've never relinquished total control of the state assembly since then.
So why are so many of these seats going
uncontested this year? Is voter apathy rampant? Perhaps, but there are other possibilities that seem to make a lot of sense.
One theory being tossed about is since
Nevada is doing so well economically, no
one is interested in change. This tends to
parallel voting trends in times of economic prosperity. Voters don' t go to the polls when
times are good, because they don 't see a
need for change. Why throw the bums out
when they seem to be doing a good job?

W

Sure , there are t.hi.>:>.g£. t;hat <>P-P...d i.n-..p~o·l~

ment. Southern Nevada's overwhelming
growth problems come to mind. But on the
whole, people have jobs, plenty of nice

scrutiny of our elected officials. But perhaps we should give politicians the benefit
of the doubt on occasion . It's possible
some really are doing the job because they
want to make this conununity better.
At least it's something to consider.

homes and one of the best tax rates in the
country. Who wants to rock the boat?
Recent approval ratings for President
Clinton prove that people aren' t concerned
with the inner workings of government.
They just want things to be handled so
their lives aren ' t directly affected.
Another argument for the low turnout of
potential political challengers is the increased scrutiny placed on public office
holders by the press and especially the
Nevada Ethics Commission. The recent
spate of ethics accusations - some with
merit, many without - will cause even the
most stalwart campaigners to reconsider
any political aspirations. Worse, the media
report on ethics' complaints as if someone
just concealed the Watergate break-in .
The next Legislature will certainly take
a long look at reforming the Ethics Commission. Right now, someone asked to appear before the board is, for the most part,
guilty until proven innocent. No burden of

he entrance of Las Vegas Mayor Jan
Jones into the governor's race has energized both political partie . The D emocrats are ecstatic about getting a credible
candidate against o erwhelming favo rite
Republican Kenny Guinn. They also now
have someone on the ticket to make ure
excess GOP money i n·r being spem electing down-ballot candidate . There was a
real fear among Dems that Guinn. becau e
he had no real competition. would pend
his vast war chest helping elect candidate
that shared his political view . ow he ·u
have to use the money on his own ra e.
Guinn's camp says it was alway prepared to deal with a top Democratic candi-

proofis placed· on those bringing charges.
In this most recent round of accusations
against four Clark County Commissioners,
the man bringing the complaints did so because of a newspaper story. He has no
proof, no evidence.
Couple the threat of fighting ethics
charges (which can cost thousands in legal
fees) with the fact that most offices pay
very little, and what do you have? A job
that won't interest many.
Coincidentally, the offices which have
done an incredible job of drawing candidates are those for· county clerk, recorder,
treasurer and constable. Why? Because the
salary is decent, and the positions operate

date, and that things are progressing exactly as planned. However, it has to be a bit
annoying to go from an election lock to a
race against a credible foe.
In addition to Jones, the entrance of
Lieutenant Governor Lonnie Hammargren
to the Republican gubernatorial primary
has also made things interesting. The eccentric brain surgeon could give Guinn
some problems, but he's more likely to
split the fringe vote that would have gone
to the mother of all conspiracy theorists,
Aaron Russo. At least that's what the
Guinn camp is hoping.
Predictions aside, it promises political
junkies plenty of action well into fall. •
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We must once again get good people
moti vated to seek public office. That
doesn' t mean we should diminish the

Mike Sullivan runs Paladin Advertising,
a local government affairs and political
consulting firm .
June 1998 •
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STRATE G IES
by George Fuller

GROUNDING THE SKY-HIGH COST OF BUSINESS TRAVEL
A well-defined corporate policy can streamline
business travel requirements and cut costs
ave you ever pictured the ideal vacation but have to conclude it isn ' t affordable, and/or can ' t be worked into a
busy schedule? Though it's a common
enough fantasy for any overworked manager, more often than not, reason prevails
and such dreams are relegated to the backburner. Yet, while practicality wins on the
personal travel level, the same common
sense is often ignored when business travel is planned.
As any seasoned bu siness traveler
knows , business trips aren ' t extended
vacations . More than one road-weary
employee would like nothing better than
not to have to face another whirlwind tour
of congested airports, flight delays, lost
baggage and the frustrations of jet lag.
But with billions of dollars spent every
year on work-related travel, it's obvious
the frugality applied to personal travel
sometimes gets short shrift when the company is footing the bill.
In fact, even when management heeds
the need to get a handle on travel and entertainment expenses , success follows
only if there's corporate-wide involvement
and cooperation.
First of all, it isn' t a matter of just cutting total travel expenditures. Instead, it's
making sure business trips are both productive and cost-effective. Furthermore,
the people doing the travel aren' t the ones
to blame for an inefficient travel policy,
since loose procedures alone can result in
higher travel costs. In addition, many
employees aren't on travel status because
of their own desires, but rather due to a
boss who indiscriminately issues "hit the
road" orders without first considering
whether a trip is justified.

H

Even when a company has a sound travel policy, it isn't effective unless it's enforced. When travel and entertainment expenses comprise a significant cost element
for a company, it's worthwhile to conduct
periodic audits. These reviews will reveal
where the money is being spent and by
whom, as well as a slew of other useful details. All of this data can pinpoint a wide
range of inefficiencies. For example, can
many short trips to one locale be combined into a lesser number of longer stays?
Any sound travel policy must recognize
the unique travel requirements of departments and individuals within the company.
Therefore, to be both realistic and effective, a travel policy should be put together
only after consulting with the employees
who travel most frequently. The input of
these employees is important both in implementing policy changes and avoiding
wholesale morale problems when new
guidelines are issued.
For this reason, it's useful to point out to
people just bow expensive travel is, and
ask for their assistance in reducing costs.
Incidentally, if a company bas been traditionally lax in controlling travel expenses,
it may be better to gradually implement
changes . That way, the impact will be less
traumatic, and the level of cooperation
should be higher.
As far as written travel policy procedures are concerned, they should be complete, yet easy to understand. If you use a
corporate travel agency, your agent should
be given the procedures, and asked to
assist in meeting your objectives. The
specifics of any guidelines issued to
employees should include instructions on
allowable expenses, reimbursement proce-

dures and the supporting documentation .
Two crucial fundamentals for any successful policy are (1) a protocol for prior
approval and justification fo r travel and,
(2) a system for monitoring expense reports on a regular basis. The first requirement makes certain that only necessary
travel is taken, while the latter lets people
know that the guidelines will be enforced.
Consistent air travel guidelines are also
useful. Allowing executives to fl y first
class, while insisting other employees use
the cheapest and most convenient route is
a morale-busting decision that can create a
great deal of resentment. And, the issue of
frequent flyer programs can ' t be overlooked . No matter what decision is
reached in this area, safeguards should be
built-in so that flights are scheduled based
upon cost-effectiveness, not the accumulation of additional travel miles.
Limiting cash advances is another consideration that should be examined. In
fact, it may be preferable to use corporate
credit cards. Not only is it simpler, but it
also helps in monitoring expenses.
All in all, instituting sound procedures
for corporate travel should result in cost
savings. On the other hand, a thorough review might also suggest additional travel
would be beneficial in areas such as sales,
marketing and customer service.
Whatever the outcome, implementing a
new or revised travel policy requires a period of close supervision to make sure adjustments are not required. After that, it
should be smooth sailing, so long as the
policy is updated as conditions change . •
George Fuller is the author of Manager's Portable Answer Book, published by Prentice Hall.
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HEAD OFF INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR
DISPUTES WITH THE IRS
isclassifying an employee as an
independent contractor no matter
how innocent the mistake can result in
hefty tax assessments, penalties and interest charges. To help prevent employers
from making this mistake, the Nevada Society of CPAs offers an explanation of the
current law and the safe harbor provisions.

M

The 20-Factor Test
Generally, an individual is an independent contractor if the employer has the
right to control or direct only the result of
the work and not the means and methods
of accomplishing the result. The more control the employer exerts, the more likely
it is that the IRS will consider the person
to be an employee. To help employers
determine the appropriate classification,
the IRS has developed a 20-factor test,
prompting employers to address questions
such as the following:
• As the employer, do you specify
when and where the worker's job is
performed?
• Do you influence the worker's choice
of subordinates and pay them directly?
• Do you provide most of the tools and
materials necessary for the worker to
do the job?
• Is the worker's role an integral part of
your business operations?
• Do you restrict the worker from providing services to the public?
If you answered "yes" to any of these,
or the test's other 15 questions, you'll
need to consider revising your professional relationship with the worker if you
want that person to be deemed an "independent contractor." Otherwise, you risk
an IRS reclassification of the individual
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A well-versed understanding of how the IRS defines
a contract worker can
prevent costly penalties
as an employee, which requires you to
pay Social Security, Medicare, federal
unemployment and other taxes.

Safe Harbor Protection
for Employers
Congress ~as recognized that some of
the rules affecting employer/worker relationships may be subjective, and have not
always been applied consistently. For this
reason, it has offered some relief under
Section 530 of the Internal Revenue Act of
1978. The act specifies a business that
misclassifies an employee as an independent contractor can be relieved of retroactive liability if:
• There is a reasonable basis for classifying the worker as an independent
contractor, such as court or IRS rulings, a prior audit (for audits after
1996), or a longstanding practice
followed by a significant segment of
the industry;
• The worker and all similarly situated
workers have consistently been treated
as independent contractors;
• All required returns (1099s) have
been filed .
The Small Business Job Protection Act
of 1996 clarified some of these provisions
and offered additional benefits to employers. For example, the IRS is required to
notify an employer of the availability of

Section 530 relief prior to beginning an
audit inquiry on worker classification.
Also, if a taxpayer establishes a prima
facie case that it was reasonable not to
treat an individual as an employee, and
the employer fully cooperates with the
IRS 's realistic requests for relevant information, the burden of proof is on the
IRS . In addition, the act explai ns that a
significant-segment-of-the-industry test
can be met by showing that at least 25 percent of the industry (excluding the taxpayer) follows the practice. Further, the act
specifies that an employer will not lose
Section 530 relief for prior periods by
changing its treatment of workers in the
current period from independent contractors to employees. Certain types of
employees (such as engineers, data programmers, and similarly skilled workers)
do not fall under Section 530 relief.

The Best Defense
Despite these changes, employers can
still expect the IRS to scrutinize their
classification of workers. The best defense
is to ensure you have a written agreement
with the worker that outlines the terms of
the arrangement, demonstrating you have
addressed as many of the IRS's 20 factors
as possible. Specify, for example, that the
contractor is to provide all necessary materials and tools, and is responsible for compensating any third parties the contractor
involves in the work. Additionally, it is
wise to add a clause that there is no intention of retaining the contractor for longterm employment.
•
Prepared by the Nevada Society of Certified Public Accountants.
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Join Today !
Begin receiving the benefits of information through our newsletter;
our legislative previews and reports; and other published papers
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NORTHERN NEVADA
310 North Stewart Street
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2303 E. Sahara Ave., Ste. 203
Las Vegas 89104
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MARKETING
by John R. Graham

THINKING LIKE A LISTENER
Presentations that persuade
ccording to popular mythology, most
Americans would rather die than give a
speech. Whatever the actual statistics, the
idea of standing in front of an audience is
avoided at all cost.
Since the pain of speaking in public is so
deep, most of us should be tolerant of those
who put themselves to the test and make
presentations. Actually, the opposite prevails. While we'll do just about anything to
stay away from a podium, we're more than
willing to criticize those who step up to it.
The ability to gain an audience's attention, hold it for a period of time, persuade
the listeners to your viewpoi nt, and then
move them to action is a skill that can be
learned by anyone willing to develop it.
Speaking, like writing, is valuable in
business because it reflects an ability to
think, analyze ideas, make judgments, develop arguments that command attention
and organize information in a way that
moves people to action.
Just as good writers are in demand in
business, the ability to speak can open
doors of opportunity.
If speaking is so rewarding and highly
regarded, then why will we do almost
anything to avoid having to do it? Unlike
so many other business activities, giving
a presentation to two or 200 people is
an opportunity for personal failure. The
key to becoming an effective speaker
depends on overcoming this inhibiting
phobia of potential failure.
Here are several guidelines for making
successful presentations. They help focus
attention away from the speaker and to the
audience. The fear of speaking is only
overcome by learning to think like a listener. By following these suggestions, public

A
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speaking can be an enjoyable and rewarding experience for you and your audience.

Get yourself emotionally prepared for
the critics. Even experienced, professional
speakers have critics. Because speaking
means exposure, there are those who delight in challenging what has been said. No
matter how excellent the presentation,
someone will want to disparage what was
said and dismiss the person who said it. It's
easier to maintain your mental equilibrium
if you are prepared for when this occurs.

Recognize that stress minimizes mental
agility. Because of the duress of stress,
there is no substitute for thorough speech
preparation. A speaker's confidence increases with the proper preparation. This
doesn't mean that a speech should be memorized. The task is to either write it out
word-for-word or prepare a detailed outline. If a speaker is overcome with worry
about what is to be said, there's no energy
left for focusing on the audience. As a result, the listener will be unable to relate to
the speaker or the content.
Set the stage for your success. The overall setting includes the room, the way it's
arranged, the introduction of the speaker
and the way the speaker begins. It's the
speaker's responsibility to control all these
elements because they largely determine
the outcome of the presentation.

Build the presentation on a solid structure. There's one format or outline that
works well for most presentations, particularly because it gives a presentation a sense
of completion. It has three elements or sections: problem, analysis and solution.
• Problem: This is the issue that brings
you to your feet. The problem must be
expressed clearly, completely and succinct-

ly if the audience is to become involved.
• Analysis: The analysis section showcases your reasons why the problem exists.
To impact the audience, actual experiences
are helpful, particularly when supported
with facts, expert opinion and statistics.
• Solution: Once you have thoroughly analyzed the problem, you are ready to present your solution. Although emotional elements exist in any good speech, the
audience will be with you to the degree you
present a "reasonable" case. In other words,
for a speaker to be believed, the audience
must view it as a reasoned approach, one
that does not stretch credibility.
Understand the audience. You must
demonstrate to an audience that you know
who they are, why they are there and what
issues confront them. If it's a hostile audience, it's essential to let them know that
you understand their viewpoint and why
they hold it. Unless a speaker establishes
common ground with an audience, the
speech will be viewed negatively.
Speak slowly and move quickly. While a
speech should be conversational in style,
the actual delivery is quite different for two
reasons. First, the listener must get the
message the first time because there's no
chance to go back and replay it. Therefore,
speaking slowly and distinctly is essential.
Second, the mind is faster than the
mouth, about four times as fast. In other
words, we can think at the rate of 500
words a minute, while we speak at about
125 words a minute. This disparity causes
the listeners' minds to wander. Therefore, a
properly paced speech is essential in order
to maintain listener interest.

Let the audience know where you're
going. A presentation may have excellent

content and address critical issues, but all
is lost if the audience feels the speaker is
rambling. This is why a speaker's top priority is to set out guideposts so the listener
can follow easily. Quick, brief summaries
along the way are helpful.
Interact with your listeners. Involving
the audience by asking questions and requesting comments at certain points ,
changes the dynamics of the presentation.
Speaker and audience are participants.
Even though speakers expect to interact
with audiences today, any type of interaction transfers some control from the speaker to the audience. Although discussion
within a presentation is an effective
method for increasing acceptance for the
speaker's views, it takes experience to do it
successfully because it introduces the unknown into the speaking equation.
Make it visually interesting. Any successful presentation will include compelling visual elements, either on a screen
or with props . However, while visual
interest is essentiat visuals should not he

allowed to dominate or control a presentation. They should enhance, not overshadow the message.
You are your message. Good speakers
are willing to share themselves as well as
their ideas. When this happens, the presentation takes on legitimacy. When a presentation springs from experience and a desire
to communicate, the audience finds itself
on the side of the speaker.
The goal is action. Even speeches that
are designed to inform rather than persuade are action-oriented. Information in
itself influences how the listener thinks
about a subject. Unless action is the goal,
there is no presentation.
Whether it's preparing a sales presentation for a one- or two-person audience, a
seminar for 100 salespeople, or a speech to
an entire convention, those with the skill to
speak to groups play a key role in business.
These guidelines are simply a checklist
for evaluating presentations before they
are given. The key to good speaking is
thinking like a listener.
•

John R. Graham is president of Graham
Communications, a marketing services
and sales consultingfirmfounded in 1976.
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INTERNET&

Without Janeva
Janeva bridges the gap between the Internet and
marketing strategy. Whether you already have a
website or are looking to have one created, Janeva
is the right partner for you.
We build websites around our clients marketing and
advertising needs. To make your website deliver the
most impact, we integrate your existing advertising
campaign and marketing components.
If you already have a website and are looking to
improve the marketing and advertising performance, call Janeva first. We can help you take your
website to the next level to make it a vital part of the
marketing strategy.

With Janeva
.Janeva specializes in:
•
Advertising agency outsourcing
•
Working with your MIS dept.
•
Website marketing strategy
•
Search engine placement
•
Advertising integration
•
Creative design

Call 1-800-644-0912 today.
info@janeva.com or http://janeva.com

eva
CORPORATION
Marketing for the Entrepreneur

CUTTING EDGE
by Bert K. Blevins III

YOUR INTERNET MARKETING SUCCESS
Is it contingent upon placement
in every single search engine?
ecently, the owner of a financial investment management firm (let's call him
Bob) came to me and said, ''Hey Bert, I
need to get my company listed in as many
Internet search engines as possible. An
e-mail I received from xyz.com expounds
the benefits of placing my website in 400
different search engines - a feat it says it
can accomplish for just $49 .95."
"Sounds like a good deal to me," I said.
"Let's see, $49.95 divided by 400 ... that's
a mere 12 cents a search engine. Better
move on that quick," I said, "A deal like
that can' t last for long."
If you detect a note of sarcasm in my
demeanor, you're right. You see, being listed with myriad search engines (especially
400 obscure search engines) means
absolutely nothing to the success of your
Internet marketing program. The spam
e-mails come flying through each day with
grand promises of riches and fame. The
fact is, the top six search engines account
for approximately 95 percent of the current search traffic on the Internet.
So, 12 cents a search engine is a great
deaL A great deal, that is, for the guy collecting your $49.95.
The top six search engines are (in order
of importance): Yahoo, Excite, AltaVista,
Lycos, HotBot and InfoSeek. With the
Yahoo directory, it is easiest to find websites -provided the gatekeepers deem your
website worthy to be in Yahoo. (If you ever
wonder why you can't find certain websites via Yahoo, it's partly because they
simply do not accept all websites.) Next on
the list would be Excite. Excite has
tremendous power for one reason: it's the

R

little button on AOL, called AOL Find,
which millions of AOL members use to
seek out websites.
Alta Vista, my personal favorite, indexes
your websites quickly and without prejudice. Yes, it's cluttered. But, there's a
tremendous amount of clutter in every
search engine (even the almighty Yahoo).
It's no wonder Internet users get frustrated.
Back to Bob, my new customer: "Okay,
forget the 400 search engines. Can you
arrange to have my site featured prominently in each main engine's lists?"
Unfortunately for Bob, his investment
management firm must jockey for position
with thousands of similar competing businesses that also have a presence on the
Internet. Even if he limits his scope to
market only within Nevada's borders,
there is still no guarantee that the top 100
New York firms will not get higher billing.
But, let's assume there are only a few
investment management firms in Nevada,
and no one from out-of-state is going after
the Nevada market. Someone types in
"Nevada financial management." Let's say,
Bob's website came up within the top 10
of a search we conducted using Excite
(thank you Excite). That will drive tons of
traffic to his website, right?
The answer is yes and no: It will drive
traffic, but only when seekers type in
"Nevada financial management" And this
could change tomorrow. Search engines
are free, and as a result, arbitrary. Each
company running a search engine views its
operation as a service to the online community. Consequently, accountability flies
right out the window.

The search engines will not change their
ways anytime soon. It will not matter how
many people complain about being unable
to find anything. Here's why: search engines still generate their revenues the same
way, through banner advertising. The more
confused a user is, the more searches he or
she will conduct, thus creating more pages
to be viewed, thus creating more banner
impressions. It's capitalism at its finest
So what does Bob need to do to drive
traffic to his website, to produce more
leads, to produce more sales? After all,
websites can create revenue - in some
cases, the most profitable kind.
By returning to the basics, and asking
key fundamental marketing questions, the
foundation can be laid for a website that
successfully contributes to a company's
overall marketing plan:
• Who is your firm 's target audience?
• Do you know what is currently working for you on your website- and what
isn ' t? How prepared are you to
respond to this information?
• What traditional marketing methods
are you using to promote your site?
• What are yo ur company's current marketing and advertising objectives?
Only after you have identified who you
want to attract to your website, along with
their needs, hot buttons, information requirements and purchase behavior, can
you determine the most effective way to
drive productive traffic to your website .•
Bert Blevins is the president of Janeva
Corporation, a Las Vegas-based Internet
marketing and advertising agency.
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LIFESTYLES

Reviewed by
Kathleen Foley

TO YOUR HEALTH
Countty Health, Inc.
Reno

827-4202

etty Vo, owner of Country Health, says
she has many customers who have enjoyed coming to the store for 20 years, and
since they are maintaining their health by
consuming her products, they should be
able to keep coming back for quite awhile
longer. Country Health, located in a shopping center on Moana Lane off Highway
395, sells vitamins, herbs, diet supplements and health foods. The services of an
independent consultant are offered to
answer questions about nutrition and
health, and store manager Craig Hanson is
knowledgeable about the various product
lines featured at the store. Country Health
also offers prepackaged foods , and has a
refrigerator ca~e fur uaily piuduc;t~.
Education plays a big part in attracting
and keeping customers, according to Vo.
Country Health brings in experts to teach
classes on subjects such as aging, spinal
health, and the beneficial effects of herbal
supplements. The store distributes flyers
to inform customers about upcoming
classes, as well as health-related news.
Country Health is open from 9 a.m. to 6
p.m. Monday through Saturday, and from
noon to 4 p.m. on Sunday.

B

Spartan Health Foods
West Las Vegas
East Las Vegas

253-7672
361-0406

partan Health Foods has operated in
Las Vegas for 26 years, offering several complete lines of vitamins and supplements, as well as organically grown
grocery items, frozen meats and personalcare items. Owner Jeff Haas is one of
a handful of Nevadans to earn the title
Certified Nutritionist, and two other

S
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nutritionists on staff have also been
certified by the National Institute of
Nutritional Education. According to Haas,
several differences exist between vitamins
purchased at a health food store and the
so-called equivalents , which are less
costly at a supermarket or discount
druggist. The body recognizes and processes natural vitamins much more
1cadily tr.an

"1>)' nthct~c

·;\tamm<>, cY.pl..,.;.,.,_

The aisles at Wild Oats Community Market
are filled with a variety of natural foods and
other items for the health-conscious shopper.

ments you might expect in a large
supermarket, including a bakery, an
old-fashioned butcher shop offering cutto-order meats, a produce department
stocked with organically grown fruits and
' l<>.g<>.tabl"-£., and a b.ealt.h and beauty

·

Haas. In addition, health food stores
participate in a "true label" program which
tests samples of supplements to verify
they contain what the label says .
Spartan offers cooking classes to show
customers how to cook and eat healthy,
and sponsors conduct occasional seminars
with experts who give demonstrations,
hand out samples and answer questions
about their products . Spartan 's east store at
7380 South Eastern is open from 9 a.m. to
8 p.m. weekdays, 9 a.m. to 7 p.m . Saturdays and II a.m. to 6 p.m. Sundays. The
store at 4515 West Sahara Avenue is open
8 a.m. to 7 p.m. weekdays, 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Saturdays and 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. Sundays.

section offering a full line of na
cosmetics, lotions and toothpastes. Tb

Wild Oats
Community Market

features quality beers from micro bre eries as well as sulfite-free wines. Tb
are two Wild Oats locations in Las Vega>
3455 East Flamingo and 6720 W
Sahara. Both are open 8 a.m. to 9 p
seven days a week. Two additional I
tions, in Summerlin and Green Valley. " ·
open by the end of the year.

West Las Vegas
East Las Vegas

253-7050
434-8115

ild Oats is a full service natural foods
market which contains all the depart-

W

allergy-free vitamins which contain
additives. For every item sold
regular market, you can find a m •
healthful equivalent at Wild Oa.u
according to Michael Circuit, gene
manager of the west store.
Wild Oats is designed to create a co
plete experience for the shopper. It c
tains a deli with natural soups, pre
salads and "grab-and-go" entrees, a "Jui
and Java" bar offering organically gro
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Golf Courses Flourish,
Hospitals Strive to Meet Community Needs
s Nevada's tourism officials and industry analysts seek alternatives to gaming in an effort to diversify the state's
leisure and recreation economy, the expansion of golf courses comes as a welcome development. Spreading fields of
lush green across Nevada, the golflng industry is attracting increasing numbers of
top professionals as designers: the state
now boasts three Jack Nicklaus-designed
courses, as well as others created by such
sport luminaries as Arnold Palmer and
Hale Irwin. Many expect the brisk growth
in greens to continue for several years.
Also expanding throughout Nevada is
the number of hospital admissions. For
many hospitals, innovation is key as increasing patient loads strain a healthcare
industry slightly behind the population
growth curve. Fortunately for Nevadans,

A

the state's regional medical centers harbor
some of the most advanced care available,
and enhanced telecommunications networks now enable rural facilities to avail
themselves of metropolitan medical offerings more readily.
Automobile dealers remain a vital
part of Nevada's economy, though sales
have dipped slightly for many since
last year. The state's low unemployment
rate should continue to translate into the
discretionary spending so critical to sustaining car dealerships.
For those seeking to capitalize on business contacts in our vibrant economy, professional organizations provide networking and educational opportunities alike.
From real estate and finance to health care
and general contracting - a trade association exists for virtually every industry. •

Research by Jennifer Robison
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Automobile Dealerships
Ranked by 1997 Gross Sales Volume
~

ll

"'

2
3
4
5
6
7

PHONE

AUTOMOBILE DEALER

ADDRESS

1997 GROSS
SALES VOLUME

TOTAL UNITS SOLO
NEW
USED

NEVADA
EMPLOYEES

YEAR EST.
IN

NV

Friendly Ford
660 N. Decatur Blvd , LV 89107
Desert Automotive Group
6400 W. Sahara Ave., LV 89102

870-7221

$166,609,163

5751

3350

253-6400

166,558,878

3399

4465

Findlay Automotive Group
310 N. Gibson Rd., Henderson 89014
Chaisson Motor Cars
2333 S. Decatur Blvd., LV 89102
Winkel Motors. Inc.
P.O. Box 7380, Reno 89510
Desert Chrysler-Plymouth
3115 E. Fremont, LV 89104
LV Honda
1700 E. Sahara Ave., LV 89104

558-8888

132,604,915

3842

3380

871-1010

85 ,225,641

1299

636

135

1984

329-0831

64,251 ,364

1825

1224

185

1943

457-4161

52 ,000,000

470

2035

82

1973

320

MANUFACTURERS REPRESENTED

SENIOR NV EXECliTIVE(S)
SALES MANAGER(S)

1970

Ford

280

1973

GMC Truck, Buick, Mercury,
Lincoln , Volvo Truck, Pontiac

Larry Carter
DND

305

1961

Saturn, Oldsmobile, Subaru,
Toyota
BMW, Land Rover, Rolls Royce
/ Bentley, Volkswagen , Audi

Cliff Findlay
Rich Abajian

Pontiac, GMC, Saturn, Freightliner
Chrysler

E.J. Olliges
Burl Bise

Jim Chaisson, Jr.
Dale Workman
Michael D. Winkel
George Green
Pete Kubena
Rod Harvey
Kalei Dudoit
Gregg Schiffbauer

369-3099

51,306,805

1420

1222

94

1982

Honda

457-8061

50,000,000

1340

1650

93

1985

Nissan

Bert Hunley
Frank Covington

367-1919

41 ,000,000

1225

687

96

1985

Honda

825-8474

26,000,000

783

653

65

1990

Subaru , Hyundai

Louise Evans
Ron Ingerson
Dee Wade
Walter Hernandez

289-3095

7,700,000

173

215

15

1974

Ford, Lincoln, Mercury

368-4061

DND

DND

DND

5

1987

All makes and models

873-8888

DND

376

483

55

1989

Cadillac, Calera

457-0300

DND

667

531

117

1910

Cadillac. Calera

851-5000

DND

1834

2310

150

1983

lsuzu, Lincoln-Mercury, Audi,
Suzuki. Volkswagen

800-CAR-MALL

DND

DND

DND

45

1954

Ford, Dodge, Toyota, Jeep,
Chrysler

N/A Hawthorne Ford Inc.
812 ESt. , Hawthorne 89415

945 -3847

DND

DND

DND

3

1973

Ford , Mercury

N/ A Willden 's Pride Dodge
4701 W. Sahara Ave., LV 89102

221-0000

DND

DND

DND

DND

1988

Dodge

United Nissan Inc.
3250 E. Sahara Ave .• LV 89104
9 Falconi 's Honda
4645 W. Tropicana Ave., LV 89103
10 Reno Subaru-Hyundai
2270 Kietzke Ln., Reno 89502
11 E-Lee Ford- Lincoln-Mercury, Inc.
295 Aultman Street, Ely 89301
N/ A ABS Automotive Sales & Leasing
3100 W. Sahara Ave .• LV 89102
8

N/A Cadillac West
5185 W. Sahara Ave .• LV 89102
N/A Cashman Cadillac
2711 E. Sahara Ave., LV 89104
N/A Dick Donnelly Automotive
7175 S. Virginia, Reno 89511
N/ A Fallon Auto Mall
1351 W. Williams Ave .• Fallon 89406

Mary Lee
Karl Lee
Jim Beasley
DND
Nick Rivellini
Sydney Young/Ron Kolek
Fred Hu~elmann
J. Schein aum/T. Braziii/B. Bixler
Dick Donnelly
Ken Konakis
Kurt Henning
Jim Nix
Ace L. Grulli
Ace L. Grulli
Chad Willden
DND

DND = Did not disclose
BOOK~LISTS
OF

[II] Note: The above information
'

'

Wa5 supplied by representatives of the listed companies in response to faxed survey fonns. Companies not appearing did not respond. To the best of our knowledge, the information is accurate as of press time.
While every effort is made to ensure accuracy and thoroughness, errors and omissions do occur. Send corrections or additions on company letterhead to TopRank Nevada Statewide Book of lists, Rese.uch Dept, 2127 Paradise Rd., LV, NV 89104.

ROBERT L.
BOLICK
LTD.

•

•

Attorneys

At law
6060
W. Elton Avenue
Suite A
Las Vegas, NV 891 07
W\-\W.bolick.org
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Family Limited Partnerships
Limited-Liability Companies
Professional Corporations
Wills & Trusts
Tax Planning
Business Litigation
Offshore Entities

•
•
•
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Golf Courses
Ranked by U.S.G.A. Slope Rating
::::

PHONE

GOLF COURSE

~ ADDRESS

4
5
5
7
7
9
10
10
12
13
14
15
15
15
18
19
20
20
20
23
24
24
26
27
27
29
29
31
32
33
34
N/A
N/A
NIA
NIA

246-788B
Dayton Valley Country Club
51 Palmer Dr., Dayton 89403
Oasis Golf Club
800-266-3313
851 Oasis Blvd., Mesquite 89024
849-1090
Montreux Golf & Country Club
16475 Bordeaux Dr., Reno 89511
588-3566
Edgewood Tahoe Golf Course
P.O. Box 5400, Stateline 89449
Redhawk Golf Club
626-6000
7755 Spanish Springs Rd., Sparks 89436
884-4597
Lightning W Ranch - The Golf Club
19 Lightning W Ranch Rd., Carson City 89704
897-2200
The Legacy Golf Club
130 Par Excellence Drive, Henderson 89014
Painted Desert Golf Club
645-2570
5555 Painted Mirage Way, Las Vegas 89129
The Golf Club at Genoa Lakes
782-4653
1 Genoa Lakes Dr., Genoa 89411
242-4653
Badlands Golf Club
9119 Alta Dr., Las Vegas 89128
558-0020
South shore Golf Club
29 Grand Mediterra, Henderson 89011
673-3100
Wildcreek Golf Course
3500 Sullivan, Sparks 89431
658-1400
Las Vegas Paiute Resort-Sun Mountain Course
10325 Nu-Wav Kalv Blvd ., Las Vegas 89124
885-2100
Empire Ranch Golf Course
1875 Fair Way Dr., Carson City 89701
825-2200
Lake Ridge Golf Course
1200 Razorback Rd., Reno 89509
456-2440
Stallion Mountain Country Club
5500 E. Flamingo Rd., Las Vegas 89122
256-0111
Tournament Players Club at Summerlin
1700 Village Center Cir., Las Vegas 89134
254-7010
Highland Falls Golf Club
10201 Sun City Blvd., Las Vegas 89134
658-1400
Las Vegas Paiute Resort-Snow Mountain Course
10325 Nu-Wav Kalv Blvd., Las Vegas 89124
727-4653
Calvada Valley Championship Course
1500 Red Butte, Pahrump 89048
733-4290
Desert Inn Golf Club
3145 S. Las Vegas Blvd., Las Vegas 89109
575-4653
Desert Lakes Golf Course
4000 Farm District Rd., Fernley 89408
857-2892
Rosewood Lakes Golf Course
6800 Pembroke Dr., Reno 89502
747-7577
Northgate Golf Club
1111 Clubhouse Dr., Reno 89523
740-4114
Rhodes Ranch Country Club
9020 Rhodes Ranch Pkwy., Las Vegas 89113
972-1564
Sierra Sage Golf Course
6355 Silverlake Blvd. , Reno 89506
635-2380
Mountain View Golf Course
205 Fairway Dr. , Battle Mountain 89820
828-6640
Washoe County Golf Course
2601 South Arlington, Reno 89509
254-4653
Angel Park Golf Club
100 S. Rampart Blvd., Las Vegas 89128
431-4653
Desert Rose Golf Course
5483 Clubhouse Dr., Las Vegas 89122
265-3181
Carson Valley Golf Course
1027 Riverview Drive, Gardnerville 89410
Craig Ranch Golf Course
642-9700
628 W. Craig Rd., North Las Vegas 89030
263-4653
Desert Willow Golf Course
2020 W. Horizon Ridge Pkwy., Henderson 89012
727-6388
Calvada Valley Executive Course
1471 Mt. Charleston, Pahrump 89048
896-4100
Callaway Golf Course
6730 S. Las Vegas Blvd., Las Vegas 89149
388-4400
Desert Pines Golf Club
3415 E. Bonanza Rd. , Las Vegas 89101
872-GOLF
Mount Charleston Golf Resort
Kyle Canyon Rd., Las Vegas 89124
North Las Vegas Community Golf Course
633-1900
324 E. Brooks, North Las Vegas 89030

NIA Reftection Bay Golf Club
75 Monte Lago Blvd., Henderson 89011
DND = Did not disclose •course has 27 holes
~
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740·4653

SLOPE

DESIGNER

YARDAGE

COURSE

GOLF PRO

Yo. BuiLT

143
74.2
141
73.2
140
DND
139
75.1
137
72.9
137
73.3
136
74.9
136
73.7
134
73.5
"133
73
133
72.8

132
72.1
130
73.3
129
71.6
127
70.8
127
73.6
127
72.4
126
71.2
125
73.9
124
73.2
124
73.9
124
69.9
123
68.5
122
67.5
122
73
120
69.3
119
69
119
70
117
70.3
117
69.6
110
66.5
105
66.8
91
59.1
84
59.4
DND
DND
DND
DND
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Arnold Palmer/ Ed Seay
Jim Kepler
Arnold Palmer
Brian Wursten
Jack Nicklaus
Joey Pickavance
George & Tom Fazio
Paul Martin
Robert Trent Jones, Jr.
Benny Campos
Robert Muir Graves
Curtis Thompson
Arthur Hills
David Barnhart
Jay Morrish
Ken Kaifas
J. Harbottle/ P. Jacobsen
Randy Fox
Johnny Miller
Tate Stull
Jack Nicklaus
Dale Akridge
Benz/Phelps
Fred Elliott
Pete Dye
Scott McDade
Carry Bickler
Jeff Sparks
Robert TrentJones
Paul Lane, PGA
Jim Colbert
Joe Kelly
Bob Weed/Fuzzy Zoeller
Brian Hawthorne
Casper & Nash Assoc.
Sean Connett
Pete Dye
Scott McDade
William Bell
Jim Kirwan ·
Lawrence Hughes
Kevin Paulsen
Bob Bingham
Don Krivanek
Brad Benz
Mike Mazzaferri
Benz & Poellot
Don Boyle, PGA
Ted Robinson
Michael S. Elwell, PGA
DND
Mike Mitchell
N/A
Jon Lovell
W.P.A.
Barney Bell
Arnold Palmer
Thomas Void
Joe Lee & Dick Wilson
Eric Eubanks
Red Swift
Janelle Freeman
DND
Henry Sandier
Billy Casper/Greg Nash
Jon Spatz
William Bell
Jim Kirwan

Robert E. Cupp & Assoc.
Brett Porath
Dye Designs lnternat'l
Gary Noble
Jeff Harding/Jeff Bruckner
Jeff Bruckner
DND
N/A

COURSE TYPE
GREEN

7,218 •
1991
6,982 •
1994
7,552 •
1997
7,483 •
1969
7,127 •
1997
7,210 •
1993
7,233 •
1989
6,840 •
1987
7,263 •
1993
6,926 •
1995
6,917 •
1995
6,932
1978
7,112
1996
6,763
1997
6,701
1969
7,212 •
1996
6,866 1991
6,512
1992
7,158 •
1995
7,025 •
1978
7,193 •
1952
6,507 •
1995
6,104 •
1990
5,920 •
1988
6,900 •
1997
6,623 •
1965
6,230 •
1988
6,695 •
1936
6,235 •
1989
6,511
1963
5,800 •
1960
6,001
1963
3,811
1996
3,587
1978
1,152 •
1997
6,810 •
1996

•

•

•

•

•

• • • •
• • • •
• • • •
•

• •
•
• •
•

•
-

-

DND

•

•
•

•

•

•
• •

•

•
• • • •

•

•
1,128
1982

DND

lack Nicklaus

7.261

DND

John Herndon

1998

• •

• • • •

FEES

Semi-private
$25-$99
Semi-private
$50-$149
Private
$50-$99
Public
$150+
Public
$50-$99
Private
$100-149
Public
$50-$149
Semi-private
up to $149
Public
$25-$99
Public
$50-$149
Private
DND
Public
$25-$99
Public
$50-$149
Public
$25-$49
Public
$50-$99
Private
$50-$149
Private
DND
Semi-private
$25-99
Public
$50-$149
Public
$25-$99
Public
$150+
Daily Fee
Up to $49
Municipal
Up to $49
Public
$25-$49
Public
$50-$149
Public
Up to $24
Public
Up to $24
Public
Up to $49
Public
$50-$149
Daily Fee
$25-$99
Public
$25-$49
Public
Up to $24
Semi-private
$25-$99
Public
Up to $49
Public
$25-$49
Daily Fee
$50-$149
Public
$50-$99
Public
Up to $24

Public

SiGNIFICANT TOURNAMENTS

PGA Tour Qual., NNGA, 2-Man Stableford, USGA Jr. Qual., Pepsi Tour
Nevada Open
N/A
lsuzu Celebrity Championship
Nevada State Amateur '97, '99
U.S. Open Qualifying, U.S. Amateur
Qualifying
AJGA Jr. Tour, U.S. Open Qualifying
Nevada Open, Nitro Event
NV Amateur, U.S. Open & Amateur
Qual., AJG!<s Lake Tahoe Classic
N/A
Wendy's 3-Tour Challenge
USGA Publinks & Ladies St. Amateur
1997, NGPGA Senior Pro-Pro 1998
N/A
Carson City Amateur, U.S. Publinks
Qualifier
1997 NV St. Amateur
Frank Sinatra Celebrity Classic
Las Vegas Invitational, Las Vegas
Senior Classic
N/A
N/A
N/A
Las Vegas Invitational, Golf Digest
Collegiate lnv., LPGA Tour Champ.
NV Sr. Champ., 4A Zone Boys
Champ., Women's Public Links Qual.
City of Reno Champio
N/A
Oldsmobile Scramble Finals
N/A
Mountain View Open, Lander Co.
Amateur, 2 Person Best Ball
N/ A
N/A
Clark County Amateur
Topaz Serotoma, Umboli Annual,
Carson Valley Country Club
None
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Wendy'§ 3: Tour Challenge

$150+

Note: The infonnation in this list was supplied by representatives of the companies themselves. To the best of our knowledge, the information is accurate as of press time. While every effort is made to ensure the accuracy and
thoroughness of the list, typographical errors sometimes occur. Please send corrections or additions on company letterhead to TopRank Nevada Statewide Book of Usts, Research Dept , 2127 Paradise Rd., las Vegas, NV 89104.
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Healthcare can raise some difficult questions ...
There's One Simple Answer

TheValley~ 'HealthSystem·
Whether it's a routine check-up, a case of the flu ,
or a situation requiring a hospital visit, you can
depend on The Valley Health System to provide
superior care. That's because The Valley Health
System is an integrated system, committed to
providing our community with convenient access
to quality healthcare , while at the same time

controlling costs through increased efficiencies.

Our philosophy has made us the provider of choice
for more employers , delivering quality care to over
780,000 Las Vegans - we are the leader \vith nine
specialized centers of medical excellence, representing
3,500 of the finest physicians and medical
professionals. So, when you're looking for answers
to all your healthcare questions, all you need is

The Valley Health System.

DESERT SPRINGS
HOSPITAL
~

The Lakes
WiDl C At X ·~

Pueblo
Medical Center

Br.lZGOLDRING
OlAGNOSTlC AND SURGICA LC ENT£R

S U II M E II L I .

Affiliared w11h Oasis Htalch Sysrem
Accreditation b)' the jomt CommlSS!On on .~ccredit::n ion of Healthcart Orgam:auons of\~- Hospal Cots not md

ts

not mtended to represent accreditation of The Valley He:dth System or rtlated enuues.

TopRankiNevada
STATEWIDE BOOK OF LISTS

Hospitals
Ranked by licensed Beds
"'<
z

"'

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

HOSPITAL
ADDRESS
Sunrise Hospital and Medical Center
3186 S. Mal}'land Pkwy., Las Vegas 89109
University Medical Center
1800 W. Charleston Blvd., las Vegas 89102
Washoe Health System
77 Pringle Way. Reno 89520
Valley Hospital Medical Center
620 Shadow ln ., las Vegas 89106
Saint Mal}''s Regional Medical Center
235 W. Sixth St., Reno 89520
Desert Springs Hospital
2075 E. Flamingo Rd. , las Vegas 89119
loannis A. l ougaris VA Medical Center
1000 locust St., Reno 89520
Summerlin Hospital Medical Center
655 Town Center Dr., las Vegas 89134
St. Rose Dominican Hospital
105 E. Lake Mead Dr., Henderson 89015
Carson Tahoe Hospital
P.O. Box 2168, Carson City 89702
MountainView Hospital
3100 N. Tenaya Way, las Vegas 89128
Charter Behavioral Health System of NV
7000 Spring Mountain Rd., las Vegas 89117
Montevista Hospital
5900 W. Rochelle Ave., Las Vegas 89103
Vencor Hoshitai -Las Vegas
5100 W. Sa ara Ave .. las Vegas 89102
Nye Regional Medical Center
825 S. Main St., Tonopah
Vitality Center
3740 E. Idaho St. , Elko 89803
William Bee Ririe Hospital
1500 Ave. H, Ely 89301
Horizon Specialty Hospital
640 Desert ln., las Vegas 89106

a

DND = Did not disclose

BOOKm:lLISTS
OF

1

PHONE
731-8018
383-2Cl00
328-4100
388-4000
789-3000
733-8800
328-1263
233-7000
564-2622
885-4367
255-5065
876-4357
364-1111
871-1418
482-6233
738-8004
289-3001
382-3155

L1c. BEDs
PROFIT
OCCUPANCY
EMPLOYEES NoN FoR 1997 ADMITS
688
75%
37,375
2,800
73%
533
3,200
23 ,639
529
56%
19,651
2,040
415
67 %
20,898
1.400
367
DND
1,810
15,044
241
72 %
1,100
13,185
182
78%
665
3,294
148
DND
N/A
360
147
90%
7,082
800
128
70%
478
7,990
94%
120
581
8,626
84
DND
140
DND
80
DND
185
DND
52
DND
130
497
42
DND
80
DND
41
98 %
41
495
40
DND
90
DND
27
92 %
60
DND

5PEOAL SERVICES
Full Pediatric Hospital Services, Organ Transplants, Rehabilitation,
Sleep Disorders Center, State-of-the-art Surge!}' Complex
Pediatrics ICU/ Pediatrics, Neonatal Unit/Labor & Delivel}', Traurna, Burn Care, Rehabilitation
Trauma Center, Pediatric ICU, Washoe Poison Center, Washoe
Dialysis Center
Emergency, Flight for life, Obstetrics/ Neonatal Intensive Care,
Cardiology
Cardiac Surgei}'/Cardiac Intensive Care, Hospice/Home Care Services, Health Promotion/Wellness Programs
Emergency, Obstetrics, Cardiology, Diabetes Treatment
Primal}' Care, Diagnostic and lnterventional Radiology, Mental
Health and Substance Abuse, Specialty Clinics, Veterans Programs
Emergency, Obstetrics, Cardiology, Joint Replacement
Emergency Services, Maternal/Child Center, 24-Hour Spiritual
Care
Carson Rehabilitation Center, Life Stress Center, Minden Medical
Center
Surge!}', OB/GYN, Outpatient Surge!}'. Emergency Services, Medical/Surgical
Compulsive Gambling Outpatient Treatment, Psychiatric and Chernical Dependence Treatment, Geriatric Psychiatl}'
Emotional, Behavioral and Substance Abuse, Children's, Adolescents',
Adults' & Geriatrics Programs, Chemical Dependency Programs
Ventilator Weaning, Wound Care, IV Infusion , low-Level Rehabilitation Dialysis, Telemetl}'
Nursing Home/Skilled Nursing, 24-Hour ER, Outpatient Clinic, CT
Outpatientllnfatient Chemical D~endency Treatments, Detox
Program , Dua Diagnosis, Statewi e Services
DND
Ventilator Weaning/Pulmonal}' Rehabilitation Dialysis, Telemetl}'.
Wound Care, Acute Rehabilitation

NV ADMINISTRATOR(S)
YEAR BUILr
Mitch Mitchell
1958
William Hale
1931
Bob Burn
1862
J. Bruce Wiggins/Roger Collins
1972
Ginger Ayala
1908
J. Bruce Wiggins/John Hummer
1971
Gal}' R Whitfield
1938
J. Bruce Wiggins/K.D. Justyn
1997
Rod A. Davis
1947
Steve Smith
1949
Mark J. Howard, FACHE
1995
Lynn Rosenbach
1986
Darl}'l Dubroca
1985
Dale Kirby
1993
DND
1984
Dorothy North
1971
DND
1969
Scott Weiss
1992

' Federal facility
'

Note: The above infonnation Wi!S supplied by representatives of the listed companies in response to faxed survey forms. Companies not appearing did not respond. To the best of our knowledge, the information is acOJrate as of press time.
While every effort is made to ensure acruracy and thoroughnes5, errors and omissions do occur. Send corrections or additions on company letterhead to TopRank Nevada Statewide Boolc of lists, Research Dept, 2127 Paradise Rd., LV. NV 89104.

YEAH 2000
BDLDLYBD!
The pace of today's office equipment technology is accelerating at nearly warp speed. Today's companies need to align
themselves with vendors who can deliver flexibility for the future. We can help!
On Thursday, July 23rd, Infinet Business Solutions will help you expand into uncharted territory with a day of exciting
new products, information and fun. You can experience informative, "hands-on" product demonstrations to see how
these new technologies can work easily and affordably in your business. Plus, you'll enjoy a bountiful spread of free
food and beverages, and more ...

• Hourly giveaways for pairs of tickets to STAR TREK: The Experience at the Las Vegas Hilton
• Win a FREE weekend getaway for two, including round trip airfare from Las Vegas to the
San Diego Hilton Beach and Tennis Resort.
TM

Call to RSVP to the event of the future! (702) 260-3003

milil

SanDicgo

h

--:r~~~Rcson

lnfinet
Business Solutions
UBSGroup

Where Your Business Connects!
TM and c 1998 Par. Pic. Atl Rights Reserved
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NEVADA
DWliLO~MENrJ

Aur oruT¥
WELCOMES OURNEWEST MEMBERS
LAS VEGAS BUSINESS PRESS
Bruce Spotleson
3335 Wynn Rd.
Las Vegas, NV 89102
PROMOTIONS IN MOTION
Stephen Brock
2127 Paradise Rd.
Las Vegas, NV 89104

871-6780

APEX INDUSTRIAL PARK
David Carver
3320 N. Buffalo Dr., Ste. 207
Las Vegas, NV 89134

396-3903

NEVADA BELL
John Hull
2300 W. Sahara Ave., Ste. 600
Las Vegas, NV 891 02

952-8066

BRONZEMEMBERSHlP~
.
'-

735-7003

\

GOLb MEMBERSHIP
<:·~-·
.
"~,

\

BOYD GAMING CORPORATION
Donald Snyder
2950 S. Industrial Rd .
Las Vegas, NV 89109-1100
CZARNOWSKI EXHIBIT I
SERVICE SPECIALISTS
Thomas Lobeck
3550 W. Quail Dr.
Las Vegas, NV 89118
NEVADA TITLE COMPANY
Terrence Wright
3320 W. Sahara Ave., Ste. 200
Las Vegas, NV 89102
THOMAS & MACK COMPANY
Peter Thomas
2300 W. Sahara Ave., Box 1
Las Vegas, NV 89102
US TELCOM
Ray LaBelle
3720 Howard Hughes Pkwy., Ste. 190
Las Vegas, NV 89109

·

792-7224

891-0181

251-5000

368-4200

429-1184

'\

·. ·

ALVERSON, TAYLOR, MORTENSEN,
NELSON & SANDERS
Erven Nelson
7401 W. Charleston Blvd.
Las Vegas, NV 89117

384-7000

AMERISUITES
Valerie Troisi
4520 Paradise Rd.
Las Vegas, NV 89109

369-3366

JACKSON-SHAW
Jeffrey LaPour
3753 Howard Hughes Pkwy., Ste. 200
Las Vegas, NV 89109

892-3774

KORTE CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
Michael Tubbs
701 N. Green Valley Pkwy., Ste. 200
Henderson, NV 89014

990-3040

THE MATRIX GROUP
Bea Stewart
501 S. Rancho Dr., Ste. G-46
Las Vegas, NV 89106

598-0078

NETNEVADA
Christopher Beau mont
111 N. 7th St.
Las Vegas, NV 89101

638-2000

UNIVERSITY OF PHOENIX-NEVADA CAMPUS
Steve Soukup
333 N. Rancho Dr., 3rd Fl.
Las Vegas, NV 89106
638-7279

fOR MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION CO NTACT NEVADA DEYELOPME T A UTHO RITY

3773

140 SO UTH • lAs VEGAS, NEVADA 89109 · WWW. EYADAD EYELOPMEN T.ORG
PHONE 702-791-0000 ·Ton FRH 1-888-4-NO-TAXES • FAX 702-796-6483

HOWARD HUGHES PKWY. SUITE

TopRankiNevada
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Professional Associations
Ranked by Total Nevada Members
"'~

""

PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION
AoORESS(ES)
E·MAIL I WE BSITE
Utility Shareholders Association of Nevada
1100 E. William #221, Carson City 89702
joyce@usan.carson -city.nv.us

PHONE(S)

882 -8484

MEMBERSHIP
ANNUAL Dues
25,000
DND

SENIOR NV EXECUTIVE
HEADQUARTE RS

DESCRIPTION
Represents members' interests at the Nevada legislature, the Public
Utilities Commission and the media

YR. EST. IN NV
Joyce Newman
Carson City
1982

Agriculture

Agricultural organization involved with legislation, education and public
relations

Doug Busselman
Sparks
1919

INDUSTRY REPRESENTED

Shareholders in
Nevada's Electric
Utilities

Nevada Farm Bureau
1300 Marietta Way, Reno 89431
www.fb.com/nvfb

358-3276

10,800
515-5100

3 Nevada Association of Realtors
760 Margrave Ste. 200, Reno 89502
info@nvrealtors.org

829-5911

7,000+
DND

Realtors

A trade association

Patsy Redmond
Reno
1951

4 Greater las Vegas Association of Realtors
1750 E. Sahara Ave., las Vegas 89104
judiejwood@aol.com

732-8177

5,000+
$79

Real Estate
Professionals

Provides programs/seiVices enhancing members' freedom and ability to
conduct real estate practices successfully; promotes/protects private
property rights

J. Woods/D. Ruthe
las Vegas
1947

5 State Bar of Nevada
600 E. Charleston Blvd., las Vegas 89104
nvbar.org

382-2200

4,676
$350

Members of
Nevada's Bar

Meets needs of Bar members, including admissions, continuing legal
education and discipline; seiVe community, including lawyer referral
services

Wayne Blevins
las Vegas
1928

6 Better Business Bureau of Southern Nevada, Inc.
5595 Spring Mountain Rd. , las Vegas 89102
vegasbbb@vegas.infi.net

320-4500

3,000
Variable

All

Private, non-profit organization that disseminates information to
customers concerning So. NV businesses; involved in major arbitration
cases, advocacy programs, outreach , educational programs

Sylvia Campbell
las Vegas
1955

1,500+
Variable

Certified Public
Accountants

DND

Darlene Reed
Reno
1947

Real Estate

Real estate trade organization

7 Nevada Society of Certified Public Accountants
5250 Neil Rd. Ste. 205, Reno 89502
333 N. Rancho Blvd . Ste. 895, las Vegas 89106
www.nevadacpa.org

826-6800
647-9560

1,400
$269

8 Reno/ Sparks Association of Realtors
5650 Riggins Ct.. Reno 89502
rsadler@aol.com

823 -8800

9 Washoe County Bar Association
P.O. Box 1548, Reno 89505
wcba@intercomm.com

786-4494

1,010
$55-$105

10 Nevada Hotel & Motel Association
4820 Alpine Place Ste. F203 , las Vegas 89107
www.nvhotels.com

878-9272

10 Nevada Restaurant Association
4820 Alpine Place Ste. F203, l as Vegas 89107
www.nvrestaurants.com

Reno
1930
lawyers

Professional association dedicated to furthering professionalism, ethics
and seiVice in the practice of law

Christine Cendagorta
Reno
1905

1,000
Variable

Hotel/ Casinos.
l odging

Association to promote and protect the interests of the hotel/ casino
and tourism industries

Van V. Heffner
las Vegas
1980

878-2313

1,000
Variable

Restaurants

Association to promote and protect interests of restaurant industry

Van V. Heffner
l as Vegas
1980

12 Southern Nevada Home Builders Association
3685 S. Pecos-Mcleod Rd ., las Vegas 89121
snhba.org

794-0117

870
Variable

Residential
Neighborhood
Builders

Represents home builders and light construction industry; affiliated with
the National HBA, with 185,000 members employing more than six
million Americans

Irene Porter
las Vegas
1953

13 Clark County Medical Society
2590 E. Russell Rd., l as Vegas 89120
ccmsnv@intermind .net

739-9989

866
$175-$350

Physicians

Non-profit professional association for physicians; local affiliate of the
AMA

lisa Puleo
las Vegas
1955

14 Builders Association of Northern Nevada
1400 Wedekind Rd. , Reno 89512
thebuilders.com

329-4611

790
$500-$1 ,000

Construction

DND

Robert G. Jones
Reno
1956

15 Clark County Assn. of School Administrators
4055 S. Spencer St. , Ste. 230, l as Vegas 89119
ccasa@interact.ccsd.net

796-9602

710
$298,200

Education

Collective bargaining representative for CCSD administrators; contract
enforcement; administration of trust fund for life insurance, other
benefit programs

Allin Chandler
l as Vegas
1972

16 Nevada Apartment Association
P.O. Box 97975, l as Vegas 89193

547-3550

600
Variable

Property Owners/
landlords/Managers

To protect & enhance the economic vitality of the Nevada rental
housing industry by providing professional seiVices & quality programs
through education, communication & involvement

David Bauman
las Vegas
1965

17 Nevada Development Authority
791-0000
3773 Howard Hughes Pkwy., Ste. 140 So., 89109
www.nevadadevelopment.org

575
Variable

Economic
Development

Private, not-for-profit organization assisting corporations in
relocation/ expansion to the Southern Nevada area to help diversify
the economy

A. Somer Hollingsworth
las Vegas
1956

18 Plumbing & Mechanical Contractors of NV, Inc.
3650 Meade Ave., las Vegas 89102
pmcnsherry@aol.com

252-0166

500
$1 ,500+

Plumbing and
Mechanical

Construction trade association

Sherry l. Hernandez
las Vegas
1981

19 Associated General Contractors
4052 S. Industrial Rd., las Vegas 89103

796-9986

450
Variable

Commercial
Construction

Full-seiVice ranging from safety, legislative representation, labor relations,
public relations, etc.; a resource center for commercial contractors

Steve Holloway
Washing1on, D.C.
1987

19 Nevada Association of l and SuiVeyors
P.O. Box 95726, las Vegas 89193
katrinae@worldnet.att.net

798-4336

450
$25-$70

Professional land
SuiVe_yors

To promote the common good & welfare of members & their activities
in the profession of land suiVeying

21

Associated General Contractors, NV Chapter
P.O. Box 40697, Reno 89504
NevadaAGC@aol.com

329-6116

375
$500+

Construction

Trade association for the construction industry

John D. Madole
Washing1on, D.C.
1939

22

Economic Development Authority of Western NV
5190 Neil Rd. Ste. 111, Reno 89502
edawn@nevadanet.com

829-3700

350
$550+

Economic
Development

Founded by community educational and civic leaders to diversify and
streng1hen the Reno/ Sparks/Tahoe economy

Phil Miller
Reno
1982

James P. Stacy, PLS

!.as Yeg~
1973

Continued
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Professional Associations

(cont . )

Ranked by Total Nevada Members
"'z

""22"

PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION
ADDRESS(ES)
E·MAIL/ WEBSITE
Nevada Association of Employees
P.O. Box 7515
rjnae@ix.netcom.com

329·4241

SENIOR NV EXECUTIVE
HEAOQUARTERS
YR. EST. IN NV
Arthur D. Peterson
Reno
1938

All

DESCRIPTION
Provide labor relations/human resources guidance, training, conduct
wage swveys

Commercial Real
Estate Development

To represent & promote quality commercial development in Southern
Nevada

Michael Newman
Herndon, VA
1986

All

Multi-purpose organization serving Humboldt, Lander and Pershing
Counties, attracting business and industry to Northern Nevada, fostering
income growth and vitality

Teri Williams
Winnemucca
1985

Manufacturing

Advocate/lobbyist for manufacturing companies

Ray Bacon
Carson City
1975

Commercial Real
Estate

Premier prof. assn. of commercial real estate professionals, including
developers, investors, lenders, appraisers, managers, REIT officers,
corporate officers, etc. ; provide education and top CCIM designation

John Uhart
Chicago, IL
1970

Construction

Member-driven construction trade organization providing quality
education, job safety, community enhancement, profitability strategies
and industry/ client value in free -enterprise environment

Dianemarie Collins
Sparks
1976

INDUSTRY REPRESENTED

798-7194

325
'5690, $280

25 Tri-County Development Authority
50 W. 4th St., Winnemucca 89446
teri@desertlinc.com

623-5777

240
$50+

26 Nevada Manufacturers Association
780 Pawnee St. , Carson City 89705
nma@nevadaweb.com

882 -6662

230
$250-$2,500

27 Commercial Investment Real Estate Institute
P.O. Box 388, Reno 89504
www.ccim .com

329-1200

180
$300

28 Associated Builders & Contractors
593 Overmyer Rd. , Sparks 8943 1
www.abcsierranv.org

358-7888

165
Variable

29

882-4353

150
$400

Building

DND

Gayle Farley
Carson City
1971

30 The Appraisal Institute, Las Vegas Chapter
P.O. Box 97812 , Las Vegas 89193
katrinae@worldnet.att.net

798-4230

125
$100

Real Estate
Appraisers

Established to help standardize the appraisal process through education
and adherence to high ethical standards

Julie Burkart, SRA
Chicago. IL
1965

30 CCIM, Southern Nevada Chapter
P.O. Box 97653 , Las Vegas 89193

798-7552

125
Variable

Commercial Real
Estate

Promote CCIM designation , guide & assist those seeking to become CCIMs,
offer best education in commercial real estate and a forum for networking

Marge Landry
Las Vegas
1988

Franchised Auto
Dealers

Non -profit trade association representing manufacturer-franchised auto
dealers in NV

Wayne A. Frediani
Reno
1962

24

National Assn. of Industrial & Office Properties
P.O. Box 96694, Las Vegas 89193
katrinae@worldnet.att.net

PHONE(S)

MEMBERSHIP
ANNUAL Dues
350
DND

Builders Association of Western Nevada
502 E. John Ste. G, Carson City 89701

32

Nevada Franchised Auto Dealers Association
P.O. Box 7320, Reno 89510
NFADA@aol.com

331 -6884

93
DND

33

Western Pension & Benefits Conference
P.O. Box 97831, Las Vegas 89193
katrinae@worldnet.att.net

798-5156

80
** $75, $50

Accntg., Administr.,
Banking, Consult. , Investmt., lnsur., Legal

Bringing professionals from these disciplines together to better
understand and produce effective employee benefit programs

Kristy Perez
San Francisco, CA
1989

34

Nevada Telecommunications Association
P.O. Box 70670, Reno 89570
marcia@nevtelassn.reno.nv.us

827-0191

55
$250-$12,000

Telecommunications

Trade association open to all telecommunications providers in NV, plus
others (suppliers, etc.)

Marcia C. Cobian
Reno
1958

35

National Society of Fund Raising Executives
1660 E. Flamingo Rd. , Las Vegas 89102

367-1626

48
$210

Fund Raising

Assn . for people with accountability for income generation within the
philanthropic process with at least 25 % of time spent on fundraisingrelated activities

Nikki Sobkowski
Alexandria, VA
1979

827-0184

45
DND

Hospitals

Provides unified forum for all types of hospitals to address such issues as
reimbursement. workers' camp, professional liability and continuing
education , among others

Jeanette K. Belz
Reno
1960

35
$150

Commercial Real
Estate Trades and
Services

Networking/ promotion of real estate services locally, regionally, nation ally; community involvement and membership programs.

Judi Woodyard
Lawrence, KS
1998

Real Estate

Certified Commercial Investment Members are experts in the disciplines
of commercial real estate brokerage, asset management, valuation and
investm ent analysis

John Uhart
Chicago, IL
DND

Banking

Trade Association for Financial Institutions in the state of Nevada

Ted L. Wehking
Reno
1908

Air Racing

DND

Frank Kinnell
Reno
1963

21
$25-$1 ,500+

Development
Authority

Development Authority for 22,000 square miles of central/south central
Nevada

Sandy Harmon
Tonopah
1993

Economic
Development

DND

Shirley G. Walker
Fallon
1986

Small businesses to
large corporations

Non-partisan, non-profit association dealing with governmental research
and advocacy on state tax/fiscal issues

Carole Vilardo
Carson City
1922

36 Nevada Assn. of Hospitals & Health Systems
4600 Kietzke Ln. Ste. A108, Reno 89502
www.nahhs.org
37

National Network of Commercial
Real Estate Women-Southern Nevada
2700 W. Sahara Ave., Las Vegas 89102

38 CCIM, Northern Nevada Chapter
P.O. Box 2543, Carson City 89703
juhart@ccim.carson -city.nv.us

739-6222
884-1896

30
$50-$150

Nevada Bankers Association
P.O. Box 2493, Reno 89505

786-2666

30
Variable

40 National Championship Air Races
P.O. Box 1429, Reno 89505

972-6663

24
DND

38

41

Economic Development AuthorityEsmeralda/Nye Counties (EDEN)
P.O. Box 153, Tonopah 89049
nveden@aol.com

482 -8139

N/A Churchill Economic Development Authority
448 W. Williams Ave., Fallon 89406
www.state.nv.us/businessop/

423-8587

N/A
N/A

N/A Nevada Taxpayers Association
310 N. Stewart St. , Carson City 89701

882-2697

N/ A
Variable

N/A Nevada Women's Fund
P.O. Box 50428, Reno 89513
1 staff@nwf.reno.nv.us

786-2335

DND
$35+

Non-profit
Community
1 Foundation

Raises money & resources to benefit women/children of Northern
Nevada. It provides opportunities in education & community sponsored
1 projects, encouragemenUassistance to children

Fritsi H. Ericson
Reno
1 1982

DND =Did not disclose 'NAIOP: $690 for first company member, $280 each additional member .. WPBC: $75 for first company member, $50 each additional member
&'!i!]LISTS r.w:T:t Note: The above information was supplied by representatives of the listed companies in response to faxed survey forms. Companies not appearing did not respond. To the best of our knowledge, the information is accurate as of
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PEOPLE ON THE MOVE

eslie Breitman, CPA
has joined the Las
Vegas office of Arthur
Andersen LLP as an
audit manager. Breitman's accounting experience ranges from serving
fmancial and gaming in-

L
LESLIE BREITMAN

stitutions to chicken breeders. She practiced public accounting in Cambridge,
England, where she furthered her knowledge of foreign currency issues and
learned the United Kingdom 's General
Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP).
Breitman was previously with Ernst &
Young in Los Angeles.

HDR Engineering, Inc.
has hired Pamela Pierce
as a senior civil engineer
and Denise Gordon as a
marketing coordinator.
The fum also announced
that Dan Graber has
PAMELA PIERCE
relocated from Minneapolis to the Las Vegas
office. Graber, who has
been with the company
for 15 years, is a project
manager for water and
waste water projects.
Pierce, a licensed profesDEN ISE GoRDON
sional engineer, is responsible for the analysis
and design of transportation systems and structures as well as construction administration . As
marketing coordinator,
Gordon is responsible for
DAN GRABER
meeting with clients,
conducting local committee activities and
preparing proposals. She was previously
an administrative manager and marketing
assistant with URS Consultants.
68 Nevada Business Journal •
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Bernadette Burnes, M.S., R.N. recently
joined Saint Mary's as the associate administrator of nursing where she will lead
the nursing operations for the medical
center. Before joining Saint Mary ' s,
Burnes worked for Providence Health
System, Kaiser Foundation Hospital and
Fountain Valley Regional Hospital.
Marriott has appointed
Karen Sullivan to the
position of area director
of sales for the Las Vegas
market. Her responsibilities include the sales and
marketing for all ResiKA REN SULLIVAN
dence Inn by Marriott,
Courtyard by Marriott and Marriott Suites
properties in Southern Nevada. Sullivan
has over 15 years of experience in the
hotel industry, having spent the last three
years as the associate director of sales for
the Marriott property in Scottsdale, Ariz.
The Venetian Resort
Hotel Casino appointed
Michael French as
senior vice president of
operations. French, most
recently with Caesars
Palace, has over 22 years
MICHAEL FRENCH
of operations experience
in hotels and casinos. The first phase of
the new Las Vegas resort, which will ultimately have over 3,000 suites, is slated for
completion in April of 1999.

The Resort at Squaw Creek named
Christopher Lynch as head golf professional at its championship golf course. In
his new position Lynch oversees player
assistants, guest services, personnel and
golf professionals, and supervises golf
course marketing, maintenance and pro
shop operatwns. Lynch brings more than
25 years of experience including director
of golf positions at major resorts and upscale public and private facilities.
The Nevada Chapter Associated General Contractors (AGC) has hired Paul

Nielsen as local government affairs director responsible for monitoring and tracking all local government legislative developments and reporting on issues that
affect AGC members and the construction
industry. Nielsen was previously a vice
president of marketing for a brokerage
firm in Irvine, Calif. , and most recently
worked for a local developer.
St. Rose Dominican has
retained Kayla Callas as
the director of communications, a position in
which she is responsible
for overseeing the hospital 's advertising, public
I<AYLA CALLAS
relations, government affairs and physician marketing initiatives.
Prior to joining St. Rose, Callas was the
director of public and regulatory affairs
for PacifiCare of Nevada.
Advertising veteran Dan
Morgan has joined
Innerwest Advertising,
Marketing, Media in
Reno as a senior account
executive. He has more
than 13 years of advertisDAN MORGAN
ing experience and spent
several years in the casino/hotel industry.

Kohler Sperberg & Rivera Advertising
has hired Evelyn Walker as production
coordinator. Walker's new responsibilities
include computer design, production, preflighting collateral materials, and managing the print production process, in addition to information system services . She
wa form erly a graphic designer for
Accurate Industries in Las Vegas.
Reno' Clark & Sullivan Constructors
annuunceu ;)u)Ju Via'i.tau= 'oa" jtimo:-o
firm as project engineer in the Reno offi
and Toni Sweeney has been hired ·
the Las Vegas accounting departme ·
Wallace was formerly project engineer fi
the Bruce R. Thompson U.S . Courtho
and Federal Building in Reno and

Cottage Way Federal Office Building in
Sacramento. Sweeney, who has more than
a decade of experience in accounting, is
responsible for accounts payable.
Pioneer Citizens Bank

POWER TOOLS
IN PAPERBACK
Advertising in the Business Desk Reference
and the Las Vegas Relocation Guide
allows your business to:
• Cut out your competition
• Reach newcomers first

recently announced the
addition of three executives and the promotion
of Tracy W inger to
branch operations officer. Winger has been
TRACY WINGER
with the bank for six
years . Douglas Wardner
has joined Pioneer as
vice president and real
estate loan officer. He
has over 28 years experience in banking, most recentl y with Wells Fargo
DOUGLAS WARDN ER Bank as vice president
and relationship manager. Jasmyne Nakata has
been hired as assistant
cashier and branch operations officer for Pioneer's new Henderson
branch. Nakata was for}ASMYNE NAKATA
merly with Wells Fargo
Bank. Also at the Henderson branch, Kelly
Brockman has joined
the bank as vice president and branch manager. She has over 19 years
of banking experience
KELLY BRocKMAN
and was most recently
with Wells Fargo Bank where she served
as vice president and branch manager.
The Airport Authority of Washoe
County announced the promotion of
Miles Crafton from manager of human
resources to interim director of administration. His new responsibilities include
the supervision of fin ance, accou nting,
purchasing, hu man resources, business
development and properties administration. The Authority also announced
Richard Bennett, manager of the
Reno Stead Airport, will serve as acting

Put power in your advertising
dollar today and call Chris Jones
at 702-460-5105 .

TOWERY'S
Towery Publishing, Inc.
North America • Canada • Australia
www . towery.com
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executive director upon the departure of
the current executive director on July 1,
1998. Bennett, a former Navy captain, has
been with the authority for one year.

Nevada Banking Company appointed Dave Jackson as vice president!
commercial loan officer for its Incline
Village executive loan office. In his new
position, Jackson is responsible for commercial and real estate loan transactions.
He was formerly with Pioneer Citizens
Bank of Nevada..
Phil Young has been
appointed senior credit
officer for Community
Bank of Nevada. Young
comes to the bank from
Bank of America where
he held the position of
PHIL YouNG
vice president/business
banking officer. He also held positions
with Chrysler Capital Corporation and
Huntington National Bank.

Michael Bailey was
recently appointed golf
course superintendent for
Del Webb's Sun City
MacDona ld R anch.
Bailey joined Del Webb's
Palm Valley Golf course
MICHAEL BAILEY
in 1995 as assis tant
superintendent and was
most recently with the
firm 's Highland Falls
Golf course. Del Webb
also announced the promotion of Jim Bond to
)1M BoNo
senior sales manager for
its Sun City properties. He is now responsible for the close-out of Sun City
Summerlin and start-up of Sun City
Anthem in Henderson. Bond has been
with the company since 1989.
Commercial Bank of Nevada recently
expanded its residential mortgage division. The expansion resulted in the promotion of Reed Van Boerum and the

retention of Marilyn
McLaury and Valerie
Carey. Van Boerum
was promoted to vicepresident and manager
of the residential mortgage division . With
25 years' experience,
he is responsible for expanding investor sources
and programs for the Las
Vegas mortgage market
as well as managing the
department. McLaury,
MARILYN MCLAURY
who joins the baflk as a
loan officer, has over 20
years of experience in
the real estate industry
including construction ,
sales and lending. Carey,
also a loan officer, will
be working out of the
VALERIE (AREY
Lake Mead branch . She
brings almost 15 years of residential lending experience to her new position. •
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Wells Fargo helps fund Sierra
Pacific project
Wells Fargo Bank has provided a $150
million credit facility to Sierra Pacific
Power to help fund construction of the
Alturas Intertie Power Line. The new line
will provide Northern Nevada and the
Lake Tahoe area with an additional 300
megawatts of power import capability
from the Pacific Northwest. Construction
completion is expected later this year.

SIIS reports $1.69 billion in assets
The State Industrial Insurance System
(SIIS) released its 1997 annual report
which reported assets of $ 1.69 billion,
total liabilities of $2.54 billion and an
accumulated deficit of $856 million in
the last fiscal year. The deficit was reduced
36.7 percent over 1996 and 59.2 percent
over the past five years. In 1999, SIIS
will transition into a competitive workers'
compensation marketplace.

Nevada Banking Company
reorganizes as holding company
Nevada Banking Company's board of directors recently announced shareholder
approval for the formation of a holding
company, XEON Financial Corp. Under the
holding company form of ownership,
Nevada Banking Company will have
greater flexibility with respect to business
activities. The holding company will fall
under the supervision and regulation of the
board of governors of the Federal Reserve
System. The bank realized a record-breaking year in 1997 with a 67 percent increase
in net profits over the previous year.

Nevada Power and Sierra Pacific
agree to $4 billion merger
The boards of directors of Nevada Power
Company and Sierra Pacific Resources
have unanimousl y approved an agreement
providing for a merger of equals combination with stock and cash consideration,
creating a company with a total market

Silver State Bank opens second branch
Silver State Bank has expanded its operations in Las Vegas with the opening of a second
branch located on Rainbow near US 95 in northwest Las Vegas. The bank's first branch
opened in Henderson in 1996. The new facility includes approximately 5,000 square feet
of space. Pictured from left to right are Silver State Bank officers and branch executives:
Calvin Regan, senior vice president; Bill Russell ; Michael Threet, CFO; Barbara Baudoin;
Jeff Nicholl, Karla Wright; Corey Johnson, executive vice president; Vince Cirninise, senior vice president/branch manager; Tod Little, chairman and CEO.
capitalization of approximately $4 billion.
The combined entity, which will be named
Sierra Pacific Resources, will serve a total
of more than 800,000 electric, 100.000 gas
and 65,000 water customers in Nevada and
in the Lake Tahoe area of California. The
companies anticipate closing in about a
year, given Nevada's 180-day approval
process and the transaction's consistency
with Nevada's utility restructuring efforts.

Regents approve capital improvement budget and tuition increases
The University and Community College
System of Nevada Board of Regents recently approved a long-term plan that
would allow the state's universities and
community colleges to seek nearly $178
million for capital improvement projects
from the Nevada Legislature. The projects
are separated into two tiers based on priorities of the board. The plan calls for the
funding of 15 capital improvement projects
in tier one and 20 projects in tier two. The
board also voted to raise tuition and registration fees for Nevada's four community
colleges and two universities. The new plan

calls for an increase of slightly less than 4
percent for in-state registration and a lO
percent increase for out-of-state tuderus.
According to the new fee rrucrure. the university registration fee for in- rate sruden
will rise from $69 to $71.50 per credit for
the 1999-2000 academic year, and then to
$74 per credit for the 2000-2001 academic
year. Community college registration fee.
for in-state students will rise from $39.50
per credit to $41 per credit for the 19992000 academic year, and then to $42.50 per
credit for the 2000-2001 academic year.

Showboat stockholders approve
JJJ11ab'J mBIYBI
Showboat Inc. announced the company's
stockholders have approved a merger with
Harrah's Entertainment. The special meeting of stockholders, held in New Jersey,
included representation of 72.3 percent of
the outstanding shares. Upon receipt of
certain regulatory approvals and satisfaction of other conditions, each outstanding
share of Showboat common stock will
be converted into the right to receive
$30.75 per share.
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First Security opens new branch
First Security Bank of Nevada recently
opened its second Green Valley branch,
bringing the bank's total branches in
Southern evada to 13. The new branch,
located at Green Valley Parkway and Lake
Mead Drive, is almost 5,000 square feet.

GES rated top in North America
A new industry ranking indicates
Greyhound Exposition Services (GES) is
the largest official services company for
trade shows and events in North America.
Measurements used include total number
of shows, total square footage and market
share. The ranking appeared in Trades how
200, an annual directory of the top
200 shows in the nation and the top 50
shows in Canada.

Bof A supports business students
Bank of America has awarded more than
$50,000 in scholarship funds for students
enrolled in the College of Business at the
University of Nevada, Las Vegas, for the
1998-1999 school year. A total of 21 students will benefit from the scholarships
and will begin receiving money this fall
from the bank.

SBA streamlines B(a) contracting
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The U .S. Small Business Administration
(SBA) recently signed "delegation of authority" agreements with 25 federal agencies that will substantially streamline the
program's contracting process. SBA's 8(a)
program helps small disadvantaged businesses com1;1ete for federal contracts
Until now, SBA acted as a "middlemanwhen federal agencies contracted
8(a) firms for goods and services. Following a successful pilot project between the
Department of Transportation and sa.;..
the agencies will work more directly wi '8(a) firms. The new agreements will m~
it easier for federal agencies to do bl!Slness in the 8(a) program, will save ·
and money for both parties, and will all
SBA to concentrate its resources on providing development services to small, disadvantaged businesses in the program.

BUSINESS INDICATORS
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conom ic expansion continues with

E

national and state indicators gener-

UNEMPLOYMENT

.

Nevada
Las Vegas MSA
Reno MSA
U.S. (SEASONALLY ADJUSTED)

ally showing positive change relative to
year-ago figures. Overall, activity at brisk

RETAILACTIVITY

levels has kept unemployment rates low-

Nevada Taxable Sales ($ ooo)
Clark County
Washoe County
U.S. Retail Sales ($ MILLION)

4·3 percent for the state of Nevada
(March) and U.S. (April).

LATEST
PERIOD

DATE

YEAR
AGO

PREVIOUS
PERIOD
;'"

03/98
03 /98
03 / 98
04/98

4-3
4-1
4-1
4-3

4-7
4-2
4-8
4-7

02/ 98
02 /98
02/98
04/98

1,822,907
1,298.743
296.944
222,019

1,881,612
1,331,019
308,417
220,837

3-9
3.8
3-7
5-0

YEARLY
% CHG

10.26
7-89
10.81
-14.00

·,.~

1,824,658
1,255.482
298.905
211,074

-0.10
3-45
-o.66
5-19

Price changes, often a leading indicator
of a maturing expansion, remain in checkincreasing by only 1.4 percent over the
past year as measured by the consumer

GROSS GAMING REVENUE

, ,;, ·7

Nevada ($ ooo)
Clark County
Washoe County

8.64
1.69

price index (CPI). Studies, however, suggest that the CPI overestimates inflation
by as much as 1.1 percent. If true, the rate
of inflation is at a modest 0.3 percent.
Some increase in the CPI, perhaps at
about

2

percent, is expected in the last

half of 1998.
Construction activity, reflective of gen-

CONSTRUGION AGIVITY

• :·"'

Las Vegas Area Permits
New Residences
New Commercial
Reno Area Permits
New Residences
New Commercial*
Housing Starts (ooo)
Total Construction ($ BILLION)

about future prosperity, continues. To be

HOUSING SALES

sure, month-to-month declines may occur

Las Vegas Area Average Sales Price <•l
Average Cost $/ Sq. Ft.
Average Mortgage Rate <21
Washoe County*
U.S. Home Sales (ooo)

ever, increases in most construction indicators over time indicate an expansion in
this important economic sector.
Gaming activity, having shown declines
during the early months of 1998, improved
in March. Gaming revenue increased 6.78
percent for the state of Nevada. Clark

5,110
313

4.298
296

4.700
350

8.72
-10.57

1Q98

655

752

453

44-59

04/ 98
03/ 98

1,538
618.6

1,575
621-4

1,480

3-92
4.16

u.s.

eral economic well-being and optimism

even with an upward trend. All in all, how-

1Q98
1Q98

..~ "

4Q97
4Q97
4Q97

141,263
77-87
7.60

136,015
76.19

03 /98

828

TRANSPORTATION

Total Passengers (Jl
McCarran Int. Airport, LV
Reno /Tahoe Int. Airport
State Taxable Gasoline Sales

593·?

7-74

75 -69
7.80

-0.26
2.88
-2.56

872

823

0.61

7,686,377
1,673.508
62,024,334

-4-15
5-31
1.87

_
1,688,600
1,115,940
306,810

5-52
6.83

141,625

·: ...

($ ooo)

1Q98
1Q98
02 / 98

7.367,606
1,762,342
63,182,538

7.410,769
1,570,115
66,467.711

County reported a robust rebound of 8.64
percent, while Washoe County increased a
modest 1.69 percent. At the same time ,
passenger activity grew at Reno/Tahoe

~. J

POPULATION ESTIMATES

Nevada
Clark County
Washoe County

7/97
7/ 97
7197

1,192,200
311,340

04/ 98
04/98
04/ 98
04/ 98
1Q98

162.5
1079-4
8.50
5-00
8332.2

1.48

(s.31 percent), but declined at Las Vegas'
McCarran Airport by 4.15 percent. A host
of issues affecting Nevada's gaming revenue remain unsettled at this time, leaving
increased uncertainty about the future of
the state's key economic indicator.
R. Ketth Sch wer
UNLV Center for Business
and Economic Research

NATIONAL ECONOMY

Consumer Price Index (4)
Money Supply-M1 ($ BILLION)
Prime Rate
Three-Month U.S. T-Bill
Gross Domestic Product ($ BILLION)

' /

162.2
1080.1
8.50
5-03
8227-4

160.2
1068.3
8.50
5-17
7933-6

1.44
1.04
0.00
- 3-29
3-70

NOTES: (1) houses, condos, townhouses; (2) 30 yr. FHA fixed; (3) enplaned/ deplaned passengers; (4) all urban consumers
50Ui<ct5: ~evaa'a Oept. of raxatfon; Nevada E"mployment Security Deptartment.; UNLV, Center for Business and
Economic Research; UNR, Bureau of Business and Economic Research; US Dept. of Commerce; US Federal Reserve.
COM PILED BY: UNLV, Center for Business and Economic Research
• Figures not available.
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Bureaucrats
be Forewarned:
Your Warnings
Don't Work

by J oe Mullich

S

everal months ago,
I wrote about the silly
warning labels popping
up everywhere to tell us
obvious things like coffee
is hot ... knives are sharp ...
Al Gore causes drowsiness.
The labels are stupid, but
do they influence people?
Well, warnings labels that
told women smoking leads
to low birth weights sure
had an effect - after reading
the labels, many young
mothers-to-be started puffing their lungs out. They
thought "low birth weights"
meant they wouldn't get fat
during pregnancy. Besides
proving you 're never too
stupid to breed, things like
this show warnjng labels
just don ' t work.
More often, warning labels
have the opposite effect of
which they're intended. You
could find this out by reading a recent insightful article
in the Wall Street Journal. Or
you could simply go out
right now and have a chjld.
Wrut until the child is three
or four years old, and tell
hjm to do something. Watch
the child not do it. Warn the
child you "really, really
mean it." And "you're in big
trouble if you don't pay attention." And "or else." And
then give up and let the child
do what he wants. The average adult brain responds to
warning labels much like the
three-year-old child.
Polls show consumers
74 Nevada Business journal •
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PLEASE SIGN A
LIABILITY RELEASE
BEFORE ORDERING
WARNING:
For Internal Use Only
· Hot coffee scalds
· Caffeine prevents sleep
· Coffee can be habit forming
· Coffee consumption leads
to donut dependency
· Coffee can cause acid
indigestion and ulcers -see your physician
· Coffee stains teeth and
dental work -- visit
your dentist
· Do not use to water plants

Additional Warnings on
liability Release,
Please Read Carefully

say warning labels with
scary words - like "deadly,"
"lethal," "toxjc," and
"Denills Rodman" - are
effective. In France, however, cigarette packs have terrifying warning labels that say
"smoking kills," "smokers
die younger," and "smokers
start eating at McDonald 's."
But more Europeans than
Americans still smoke.
One psychologist suggests
having cigarette warning
labels say "smoking
makes your teeth yellow"
or "smoking makes your
breath smell bad" would
have a bigger effect on
teenagers than something
trivial like "smoking kills."
But teenagers see right
through tricks designed to
make them do something
for their "own good."
A professor of the State
Unjversity of New York posted signs around a swimming
pool that said, " o Diving,"
warning that jumping into
the shallow end could lead to

spinal injury or death. Right
after the signs were posted,
three teenagers jumped in.
However, it should be noted,
they first debated whether
jumping into the shallow end
could possibly result in the
dire consequences of making
their hair frizzy.
People often do the exact
opposite of what warning
labels advise. One study
found 66 percent more people will select a movie with a
warning label that claimed
" the U.S . Surgeon General
has concluded television violence has harmful effects on
viewers of all ages," providing of cour e the film didn ' t
feature Kiefer Sutherland. If
we're being warned agai nst
something. it create the
"forbidden fruir'' yndrome,
and human nature ilictates
we try it out Or we imply
can't belie e if as bad as
we're being tokl and we
have to see for ourselves. a
theory which explillns the
Sharon Stone phenomenon.
Of course, we could im-

ply do away with warlling labels altogether. But the problem is that would put a
whole bunch of lawyers out
of work. And I don't think
any of us likes the idea of
unemployed lawyers slithering around looking for something to do.
So I think everyone should
heed the kind of warning labels being used by a company called K&F Select Fine
Coffees. Their labels say:
"Whoa! Contents may be
HOT! Of course, it's hot. It's
coffee. If you wanted cold
coffee, you would have
asked for cold coffee."
Another label from K&F
says : "We should also warn
you that stoves, lit matches
and the hood of your car
could be hot too, but we
can ' t exactly go around
putting warnings on everything, or the world would
be nothing but a bunch of
in-your-face labels saying,
'Hey, Don ' t Touch This '
or 'Watch Out For That'
and who wants to live in a
world like that anyway?" .
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from the mid $200,000s
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from $825,000-$ 1,7 50,000
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Disrincrive Courtyard Villas
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NOW OVER 55 % SOLD

The incredible residential resort
community at SouthShore has created
a class all its own, with a lifestyle both
unmatched and unlimited. Swimming.
Fishing. Hiking. Sailing. Golf on Jack
1 icklaus' signature private course-the
SouthShore Golf Club. All centered
around an engineering and environ~
mental masterpiece, our 320-acre lake.

But as it is with any classic, the
number of offerings available to you is
extremely limited. As more and more
residents discover their destiny in the
limited edition lifestyle Lake Las Vegas
Resort has to offer, your chance to
own a piece of this masterwork is
slipping away.

Call today for your personal tour,
and Discover Your Destiny.
(702) 564-1600, ext. 394
1-800-564-1603 , e"-1:. 394
W\V\v.lakelasvegas.com
Broker Participation \'(le/come
Take US 95 Sowh to Henderson, exit
Lake Mead Drive , left (East) 6.5
miles to Lake Las Vegas Parkway.
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